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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION  
 
 

Plasmonic Nanowire Waveguide for Chemical Sensing and Imaging at Nanoscale 
 
 

by 
 
 

Sanggon Kim 
 

Doctor of Philosophy,  
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University of California, Riverside, June 2018 
Dr. Ruoxue Yan, Chairperson 

 
 
 

In the past century, electric current dominated the field of information generation, 

transportation, and process. In the last decades, the photon has been replacing the electric 

current due to its extraordinarily large bandwidth and faster transmission speed. 1D 

nanostructures possess an exceptional advantage over the other nanostructures for the 

guidance of light because it has a smaller small footprint and high mechanical stability and 

flexibility and requires low materials.  Metal nanowires that are synthesized with a polyol 

method exhibit atomically smooth surface, high crystallinity, and low impurities, has been 

intensively studied recently due to its ability of deep-subwavelength confinement. Recently, 

localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPS) using a plasmonic hotspot formed in the gap 

(<5nm) remotely excited by metallic nanowire waveguide have stirred-up great research 

interests in chemical imaging and sensing. In this work, I seek to improve the performance 

and reliability of chemical imaging and analysis at the nanoscale by developing an effective 

method for the confinement and guidance of the light. The enabling technology is a novel 

adiabatic nanofocusing to concentrate light to a nano-confined Raman sensing volume with 



 vii 

high efficiency and energy throughput. Here, the adiabatic means no energy loss in the 

process of focusing light at the nanoscale. The critical component of the adiabatic 

nanofocusing is selective excitation of fundamental surface plasmon polariton (SPP) 

modes in AgNW using a tapered optical fiber with a minimal scattering and propagation 

losses. The SPP propagates along the NW and eventually creates a localized light at the 

sharp NW tip, with a hotspot size (<5nm). This optical path can be used not only for 

concentrating of light to but also extracting the vibrational spectra from the hot spot. 

Compared to the objective lens based conventional light focusing method, this NW 

waveguide works as a tunnel for light to propagates without a significant propagation loss 

due to a high absorption or diffraction in or reflection from the liquid sample. Therefore, 

imaging or sensing in the liquid phase is also available such as living cell analysis in culture 

media. The versatility and performance of our adiabatic nanofocusing were successfully 

demonstrated by measuring Raman spectra of specific molecules on the solid surface and 

in a single living cell. The transformative advances in light focusing and extracting are 

instrumental in increasing the prevalence of chemical imaging and analysis at the nanoscale 

as a practical, reliable and powerful tool for researchers in materials science, catalysis, 

energy conversion, electronics, and biology. This novel light focusing technique will be 

the pillar of the chemical imaging and analysis at the nanoscale and contribute to innovative 

findings in diverse scientific fields in the future.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction: One-dimensional nanostructure waveguide 

 

Photon as a transporter for tele/data communication has shown remarkable performance 

regarding bandwidth and high transmission speed. As a result, the photon continues to 

dominate the fields that electric current ruled for the last century. Long distance 

communication was firstly replaced by optical fiber, and now it is moving to chip-to-chip 

scale optical circuits. For the last two decades, nanowire (NW) has attracted intensive 

attention as a promising candidate for the path of the light for the optical circuits due to its 

small footprint, low cost, and low power consumption. Photonics has also dominated 

material characteristics due to its high sensitivity and fast response time. Above all, photon-

matter interactions provide a unique property of the materials which allows for 

compositional characteristics. Further demand for improvement of sensitivity with a high 

spatial and temporal resolution has prompted attempts to use NW for the guidance of light. 

In this chapter, we are going to classify the NW waveguide into metal or dielectric and 

describe the detailed differences of the two materials including optical properties, 

synthesis, and pros and cons in regard to applications that have demonstrated with 

remarkable performances recently in the fields that have brought or will bring a significant 

impact or change to our life. Due to the limited space, covering too many details is not 

available. We recommend referring to references for further details. 
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1.1. Light propagation in dielectric and metallic nanowire waveguide 

1.1.1. Wave equation 

In this chapter, we will consider only linear, isotropic and nonmagnetic media for the sake 

of simplicity.  

The propagation of light within or on the surface of nanowires that there are no free electric 

charges can be described in the frame of classical Maxwell equations: 

! ∙ # = 	0                                                        (1)   

! ∙ ' = 	0                                                        (2)   

! × ) =	−
+,

+-
                                                     (3)   

. × / = 0 +	
23

24
                                                  (4)   

where D is electric field displacement vector, B is magnetic flux density vector, 5 is current 

density vector and . and × denote divergence and curl operator respectively.  

The constitutive relations are then given by: 

3 = 676E                                                        (5)   

' = 878/                                                        (6)   

0 = σ)                                                           (7)   

Where ε is the relative permittivity or dielectric constant,	8	is the relative permeability 

which is 1 in the case of nonmagnetic medium, σ	is	the	conductivity	of	the	material. 

By substitution of the constitutive relations, Maxwell equations can be given by: 

! ∙ K = 	0                                                       (8)   

! ∙ / = 	0                                                      (9)   
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! × ) =	−8
+L

+-
                                                (10)   

. × / = M) + 	6
2)

24
                                            (11)   

For the time-harmonic waves, electrical conductivity can be included in the generalized 

dielectric permittivity 6N, 

6N = 	6 − PM/R                                                (12)   

Using vector identities, combination of the four Maxwell equations can be simplified in 

the following forms: 

∇
T
U + V

T
W=0                                                  (13)   

Which is known as Helmholtz equation where U denotes E and H vector fields and k is 

defined as 

V = R(6N87)
Z/T

= [V7                                          (14)   

For the waveguide in a Cartesian coordinate aligned along the z-direction, the propagating 

waves at the surface boundary can be described as: 

\(], ^) = \(_, `	)a
b(cdefg)                                       (15)   

h(], ^) = h(_, `	)a
b(cdefg)                                      (16)   

Where i is Vg, propagation constant of traveling waves.  

By substituting equations (15 and 16) into the Maxwell equations, the following relations 

can be obtained: 

 2)j
2k
−

2)l

2g
= −mn87/o                                           (17)   

2)o

2g
−

2)j

2p
= −mn87/l                                           (18)   
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2)l

2p
−

2)o

2k
= −mn87/j                                          (19)   

2/j

2k
−

2/l

2g
= −mn87)o                                           (20)   

2/o

2g
−

2/j

2p
= −mn87)l                                          (21)   

2/l

2p
−

2/o

2k
= −mn87)j                                          (22)   

For cylindrical coordinates, the Maxwell equations can be expressed as: 

Z

q

2/j

2r
− mVg/r = −mnst)u                                        (23)   

PVg/u −
2/j

2q
= −mnst)v                                        (24)   

Z

q

w
2(q/v)

2q
−

2/u

2r

x = −mnst)j                                       (25)   

Z

q

2)j

2r
− mVg)/r = mnyz/u                                       (25)   

PVg)u −
2)j

2q
= mnyz/v                                           (26)   

Z

q

w
2(q)v)

2q
−

2/)u

2r

x = mnyz/j                                       (27)   

Where i is Vg, the propagation constant of traveling waves.  

The final step to obtain a full description of the electromagnetic fields, we need to apply a 

set of constraints on the surface called boundary conditions to the derived differential 

equations.  

 

1.1.2. Waveguide mode 

Field distributions in and near the nanowires can be calculated with four Maxwell 

equations, appropriate boundary conditions, and polarization. Field distributions for the 
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waveguide with complex geometry such as tapered, bent nanowire or non-rectangular or 

circular waveguides such as pentagonal cross-sections or anisotropic materials the 

solutions often rely on numerical finite difference time domain (FDTD) calculation 

program. Understanding the principle or phenomenon occurs near the surface boundary 

already accomplish one’s goal for the calculation of the field distributions. In the following, 

therefore, we only consider guided modes with a certain polarization in planner waveguides 

in Cartesian coordinate for the simplicity and try to understand the field distributions on 

the near the boundary. 

In this chapter, we will consider only linear, isotropic and nonmagnetic media for the sake 

of simplicity.  

 

1.1.2.1. Dielectric waveguide 

In a dielectric waveguide, the light is guided by total internal reflection. When a plane wave 

passing through a boundary layer from a medium with a high refractive index	([Z) to the 

one with a low refractive index	([T), the total internal reflection occurs if an incident angle 

is smaller than the critical angle {| = sin
eZ
	 }
~�

~Ä

Å.  

To confine light with a wavelength larger than the radius of nanowire waveguide, larger 

contrast between core and cladding is necessary. Air is typically chosen as a cladding 

because it has the lowest refractive index([ÇbÉ=1). At least 1.5 refractive index is required 

for the confinement of light within the core tightly. 

TE-modes 
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To confine and guide light tightly in the waveguide, propagation constant (β) must larger 

than V7[|ÖÇÜÜb~N  where V7 is a wave vector of light in vacuum. For TE modes, \k = \g =

0 and hk = 0. Thus, the wave equations can be simplified after combining adequately 

á
T
\k

á_
T
+ [V

7

T
[
T
− i

T
]\k = 0																																									(28) 

where k = çV
7

T
[
T
− i

T
= çV

7

T
6 − i

T  is determination value of propagating (k>0) and 

evanescent (k<0) wave in lossless media.  

Now, the electric fields can be separately calculated and described as 

 

\k(_) = é
èZa

ebfg
a
êëíìîîïñóp																		_ > 0

èTa
ebfg

a
bêëôöõp																							_ < 0

																											(29) 

 

hg(_) =

⎩

⎨

⎧−PèZ

1

R87

V|ÖÇÜÜb~Na
ebfg

a
êëíìîîïñóp					_ > 0

−PèT

1

R87

V|¢É£a
ebfg

a
êëôöõp																			_ < 0

																							(30) 

 

hp(_) =

⎩

⎨

⎧èZ

i

R87

V|ÖÇÜÜb~Na
ebfg

a
êëíìîîïñóp							_ > 0

èT

i

R87

V|¢É£a
ebfg

a
êëôöõp																				_ < 0

																									(31) 

Depending on the propagation constant and the refractive index of [•, the electromagnetic 

fields in the j region can be calculated.  

TM-modes 
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For TM modes, hk = hg = 0 and hk = 0. Thus, the wave equations can be simplified 

after combining adequately 

á
T
hk(_)

á_
T

+

1

[
T

¶[
T

¶
T
_

¶hk(_)

¶_
+ [V

7

T
[
T
(_) − i

T
]hk(_) = 0																	(32) 

For a constant refractive index, the second derivative equations on the left side will be 0 

and can be similar form as (1)  

á
T
hk(_)

á_
T

+ [V
7

T
[
T
(_) − i

T
]hk(_) = 0																																		(33) 

 

Now, the electromagnetic fields can be separately calculated and described as 

hk(_) = é
èZa

ebfg
a
êëíìîîïñóp																		_ > 0

èTa
ebfg

a
bêëôöõp																							_ < 0

																													(34) 

\g(_) =

⎩

⎪
⎨

⎪

⎧−PèZ

1

R6N

V|ÖÇÜÜb~Na
ebfg

a
êëíìîîïñóp					_ > 0

−PèT

1

R6N

V|¢É£a
ebfg

a
êëôöõp																			_ < 0

																									(35) 

\p(_) =

⎩

⎪
⎨

⎪

⎧−èZ

i

R6N

V|ÖÇÜÜb~Na
ebfg

a
êëíìîîïñóp							_ > 0

−èT

i

R6N

V|¢É£a
ebfg

a
êëôöõp																				_ < 0

																							(36) 

For TE and TM modes in a dielectric waveguide, exponential decaying wave can be 

expected in the cladding due to k<0 while propagating one can be expected in the core. 
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1.1.2.2. Metallic waveguide 

In a metallic waveguide, conduction electrons in the metal interact with the incident light 

strongly and therefore results in polaritons on the surface of metallic (ε¨ < 0)  and 

dielectric (ε¨ > 0) materials which is called collective oscillation of free electrons. The 

propagating wave on the surface of the metal is called propagating surface plasmon 

polaritons (PSPP) propagates and the electromagnetic fields are strongly confined on the 

surface of the metal while the one is confined in core and propagates as total internal 

reflection in dielectric waveguides. To have a propagating wave in the waveguide, 

Re[ε¨] < 0	≠[¶	|ε¨| > |εÜ|and the ω < ω∞ must be satisfied. The wave equations and 

analogous sets derived for dielectric waveguide can be still valid except that the generalized 

dielectric permittivity  6N = 	6 − PM/R is not any more real but complex value (σ ≠ 0).  

 

TE modes 

From the equation set (29, 31), the condition for the continuity of \k  and hp  must be 

fulfilled and result in èZ =èT=0. Thus, TE polarization cannot be supported in the metallic 

waveguide.  

 

TM modes 

From the equation set (34, 35), with continuity of hk  and ≤p,g = 6•\p,g, èZ =èT must be 

required on the interface and the following relations can be obtained 

VÜb£Ö£|dÉb|

V¨£dÇÖ

= −

6Üb£Ö£|dÉb|

6¨£dÇÖ

																																													(37) 
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To fulfill the above relations, the dielectric constants of metal must be negative since 

6Üb£Ö£|dÉb|  is positive. Now, V¨£dÇÖ = çV
7

T
6 − i

T  is positive, so that also the fields 

components for TM modes in both materials are exponential functions. Thus, the fields are 

confined on the interface between a metal and dielectric medium. 

 

Let us now think about the influence of the imaginary part of a dielectric constant which 

will results in Ohmic loss due to the damping of electron oscillation in metal. From 

equation (V¨£dÇÖ = çV
7

T
6 − i

T), k is not only real but complex. The wavevector k can be 

separated into real and imaginary parts and expressed as V| = k − ia. 

The electric field propagating along metal for a plane monochromatic wave will be defined 

by  

 

\(¥) = µa∂\7a
b(cdeêëÉ)∑ = µa[	\7a

e∏π
a
b(cdeêÉ)

	]																						(38 

 

An indicating value to determine its intensity attenuation for absorbing media such as metal 

and its feasibility for the waveguide applications is propagation length can be expressed in 

the following way: 

∫g =
Z

T∏
             																																																(39) 

The wavevector of SPPs at the interface between dielectric and metallic materials can be 

derived by equation (21) with combining k = çV
7

T
6 − i

T, which is given, 
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i = V7ª

6¨6Ü

6¨ + 6Ü

																																																		(40) 

Generally, the permittivity of dielectric material (6Ü) does not vary considerably in the 

visible or near NIR range. On the other hand, the permittivity of the metal (6¨)	 is 

dependent on the frequency. Dispersion relation can be now obtained by substituting the 

permittivity in the equation (24) and, the wave vector corresponding to frequencies is 

shown in Figure 1.1.1a.  

Now, we shall compare the field distribution in a metallic waveguide with dielectric one. 

There are two significant differences in the wave equations between the different materials. 

First, the wave equation in the dielectric waveguide is sinusoidal function while one is an 

exponential function in the metallic waveguide. This difference results from the sign of 

real part of relative permittivity. Consequently, electromagnetic fields are confined in the 

vicinity of the interface as evanescence wave and circumvent the diffraction limit. As can 

be seen in Figure 1.1a, SPPs has a higher wavevector (shorter wavelength) than vacuum 

light which is another way to understand the evanescence wave of SPPs. 

Second, the wave equation in the metallic waveguide has exponential damping term in 

propagating direction which is contributed by the imaginary part of relative permittivity 

while dielectric waveguide has no imaginary part.  Consequently, there is energy loss as 

light propagates in the metallic waveguide which increases with more extensive field 

confinement. The field distributions in nanowire waveguide in dielectric and metallic
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materials were visually compared in Figure 1.1. Figure 1.1(b, c) shows the mechanism of 

light propagation and field distribution at the interface. Numerical simulation results are 

shown in Figure 1.1d that electric fields are confined in a SiO2 waveguide with 1µm 

diameter. However, the divergence of light with a large evanescence fields due to 

diffraction limit can be observed with the same SiO2 nanowire but with different diameter 

(200nm). Both AgNWs with 1µm and 200nm diameter that electric fields are localized at 

the boundary between dielectric and metal demonstrate diffraction-free guidance of light.  

Figure 1.1. Comparison of light propagation in dielectric and metallic waveguide. (a) 
The dispersion relation of SSPs (b) Total internal reflection of wave in dielectric 
waveguide (c) light propagation as SPPs at the interface between metalic and dielectric 
materials. Electric-field distribution in SiO2 and Ag NW waveguide with 1um diameter 
(d) and 200nm diameter(e). The wavelength of the incident light is 700nm. 
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1.2. NW synthesis methods 

1.2.1. Top-down 

A top-down approach is a nanofabrication method that produces nanostructure materials 

from bulk ones, usually silicon wafer or other types of semiconductors, by etching. 

Nanopatterning is required to leave the aimed structures and etch rest of the parts which 

can be realized by lithography. The lithography mainly consists of four categories: Optical 

lithography, E-beam lithography, soft lithography, and nanoimprint lithography. Optical 

lithography is the most conventional and economic methods for the fabrication of 

nanostructure materials since it was first introduced in 1960’s14. The maximum resolution 

of the nanopatterns is limited by diffraction and the minimum distance (d) of the pattern is 

given by Rayleigh criterion, d=0.61·λ/NA, where λ is the wavelength of light and NA is a 

numerical aperture of the objective lens. Therefore, the lithography resolution limit is 

around 240nm with 400nm (near UV region) and NA=1(upper limit). Using immersion 

media such as water and a shorter wavelength (193nm) which is adapted for commercial 

use, 38nm resolution could have been obtained with optical lithography15. However, 

complex multi-patterning processes and expensive equipment are prerequisites for the high 

resolution. E-beam lithography uses electron beam which has much smaller wavelengths. 

Theoretically, the resolution is unlimited but practically limited by an objective lens system 

which will be ~0.1nm16. Therefore, synthesis of NWs with a desired size and structure is 

available. Nevertheless, its high price and relatively slow speed hinder the prevalence of 

the system for the NW synthesis. Soft lithography and nano-imprint are non-

photolithographic methods and they are simple and low-cost. In addition, high productivity 
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with a large area is the most attractive advantage of the non-photolithographic methods. 

Soft lithography uses elastomeric stamps to create patterns on a substrate by printing or 

molding or embossing while nanoimprinting method uses hard mask to mechanically press 

plastic resists that later can be solidified thermally or by UV exposure. The resolution of 

the non-lithography methods is mainly determined by the change in shape of the soft 

materials and its interface properties with mold 17. All the methods introduced above have 

a great advantage of the creation of multiple NWs at desired locations for the integrated 

optoelectronics. However, rough sidewall roughness is always a stumbling block resulting 

in a high propagation loss. 

 

1.2.2. Bottom-up 

The bottom-up approach is the method to build nanoscale architectures from atomic or 

molecular components. NWs synthesized with the atom or molecule building blocks 

exhibit an excellent single crystallinity which results in a low propagation loss due to the 

atomically smooth surface and high diameter uniformity. Top-down approach has a much 

higher NW growth rate compared to bottom-up approaches. On the other hand, the bottom-

up approach synthesizes myriad NWs simultaneously. Therefore, bottom-up approach has 

advantages of sample quality and efficiency over top-down approach. Also, different 

optical properties can be obtained with a single NW by tuning composition, structure, and 

lattice during growth procedures. Diverse methods for the synthesis of NWs based on 

bottom-up approach have been demonstrated: CVD, CVT, molecular beam epitaxy, vapor-
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solid-solid, vapor-solid, oxide-assisted growth, templated growth, solution-liquid-solid 

growth, supercritical fluid liquid solid growth, solvothermal/hydrothermal synthesis, 

directed solution phase growth and etc18. In this chapter, the most common synthesis routes 

will be discussed mainly since the other techniques have been approved only for the 

synthesis of a specific semiconductor and have many issues to be addressed to be adopted 

as a general synthesis route for 1-D nanostructure fabrication.  

 

1.2.2.1.  Gas phase synthesis technique 

The vapor-liquid-solid method is 1-D structure growth technique by adsorbing gas phase 

reagents on to a catalytic liquid alloy which finally starts to be crystallized from the 

interface between liquid alloy and solid due to supersaturation. The optimum catalyst for a 

liquid eutectic alloy for the 1-D structure of interest can be chosen on the basis of the phase 

diagram. Si has been typically synthesized and this approach has been applied for the 

synthesis of the other semiconductor NWs such as Si19 and Ge20, group III–V (GaAs, GaP, 

InAs, InP, GaAsP, InAsP), II-VI (ZnS, ZnSe, CdS, CdSe), and IV-VI (PbTe)18, 21. The 

diameter of the 1D nanomaterial is determined by the catalyst droplet size at the tip of the 

NW. However, a decrease of the droplet size for the synthesis of 1D structures in nanoscale 

is not easily achieved due to a significantly large chemical potential difference of the 

component species in the liquid droplet and Ostwald ripening. Also, it suffers from the 

diffusion of the metal catalyst into the NW resulting in recombination of a charge carrier 

or scattering center18, 22. Other synthesis techniques without catalyst have been studied 
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intensively such as vapor-solid growth, oxide-assisted growth, and templated growth 

although they are not as popularly used as VLS are. 

 

1.2.2.2.  Solution phase synthesis technique 

While synthesis of NWs with VLS is conducted in the vapor phase with the assistance of 

a catalyst alloy, the Solution-Liquid-Solid (SLS) approaches synthesize NWs in solution 

with a surfactant that allows the growth of the nanomaterials only in one direction. Growth 

temperatures are usually low(<350°C) compared to VLS and NWs with a diameter even 

smaller than 10nm with a better distribution can be achieved due to easier size control of 

the metal catalyst particle using surfactants in solution. However, the metal must exist not 

only as a liquid form but also as an alloy with the semiconductor of interest. Therefore, it 

has limited choices of the available metal catalyst due to the low synthesis temperature. 

Even with such limitation, various semi-conductor NWs such as IV(Si, Ge)23-24, II-VI(Cds, 

CdTe, ZnS, ZnSe, ZnTe)25-29, and III_V(InP, InAs, GaAs)30. 

Solvothermal/hydrothermal method has been considered as the most attractive synthesis 

route in the past decades since it has many avenues to control the diameter of NWs such as 

solution pH, reaction temperature, reaction time, solute concentration, additives, and 

solvents. Compared to gas phase synthesis routes, this approach offers several advantages 

such as lower energy consumption, simplicity, high growth speed, environmentally 

friendly and so on. Moreover, this approach does not suffer from difficulties to choose low 

melting temperature catalyst in SLS method. Highly ordered semi-conductor NW arrays 
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grown epitaxially from the substrate have stranded out as a promising material for the 

application not only for optoelectronics but also for sensors, catalysts and solar cells due 

to their large surface areas with a high density. a31, b32, c33, d34, e-f29, g35, h36 

Capping agents enables the change of the free energies of crystallographic surfaces and 

thus change the growth rate of the nanostructures on certain facets leading to a synthesis 

of 1D nanostructures. In the last decades, synthesis of metallic NWs in a solution at a low 

temperature has been intensively studied and demonstrated. This synthesis method requires 

four main functional chemicals: Metal ions, reducing agents, complexing agents, and 

capping agents. Ag, Cu, And Au are the common metal NWs that extensively studied and 

synthesized due to their high conductivity for the path of electrical current. On the other 

Figure 1.2. SEM and images of NWs grown with different methods (a) SEM image of 
silicon NW arrays grown with VLS. (b) SEM image of ZnO NW arrays grown with VLS. 
(c) SEM image of periodically aligned InP NW arrays grown with MOCVD. (d) SEM 
image of GaN NW arrays grown with VLS. (e) TEM images of InAs NWs with SLS. (f) 
TEM images of CdTe NWs grown with SLS. (g) Cross-sectional SEM image of ZnO NW 
arrays grown with hydrothermal method. The inset shows the TEM image and XRD 
pattern of the NWs. (h) SEM image of AgNWs grown with polyol process. The inset shows 
the TEM image and XRD pattern of the NWs. Reproduced with permission: a[22], b[23], 
c[24], d[25], e-f[20], g[26], h[27]. 
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hand, Ag has been considered the most favorable materials for optical waveguide due to 

its high real and low imaginary parts of dielectric constants. Bulk and uniform silver NWs 

have been synthesized using polyol methods by Y. Sun et al. in 2002 and this method are 

commonly adopted for the commercial production of silver NWs this day. In this synthesis, 

Ag ions were supplied by AgNO3 and ethylene glycol was used not only as a reducing 

agent but also growth solvent. PVP is used as a capping agent, and Ag ion is complexed 

with Cl resulting in a slow chemical reaction36.  

 

1.3. Dielectric NW 

The dielectric material is a typical material for 1D NW waveguide due to the low 

propagation loss and high thermal and chemical stability. The basic concept of light 

propagation in a dielectric medium is a total internal reflection. Light is confined and 

propagates in a high refractive index media (core) surrounded by median (cladding) with a 

lower refractive index. To confine light with a wavelength larger than the radius of NW 

waveguide, the larger contrast between core and cladding is necessary. Air is typically 

chosen and preferential as a cladding because it has the lowest refractive index (n=1). 

Tightly confining the light in NW is essential not only for passive wave guidance but also 

for active wave guidance such as light emission because the waveguide emission at the end 

facet is much stronger than the lateral facet (Cavity should be formed in the direction of 

the NW) which will finally improve optical feedback18. Although silica is the most mature 

and commercially available among all of the materials for an optical waveguide, it is less 
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popularly used for the guidance of subwavelength due to its low refractive index contrast. 

Many semiconductors, on the other hand, has a high refractive index and generally show 

dielectric optical properties at the frequency below their band gap; no significant 

absorption. Also, they can be light emitter or detector when the frequency of light or 

electrical bias is higher than the bandgap. Semi-conductors that are popularly used in the 

fields of optics are listed in Table 1.1.  

In this section, we will overview NW waveguides with a remarkable performance in 

various applications. Many papers have been already reported regarding NW waveguides 

for the optoelectronics. Therefore, remarkable research footprints for optoelectronics and 

other application fields that have not been reviewed would be discussed primarily.  

 

Table 1.1. Homogeneous semiconductor nanowires for optoelectronics (UV-Visible).  

VLS : Vapor-Liquid-Solid VS : Vapor-Solid SLS : Solution-Liquid-Solid HT/ST : 
Hydrothermal/Solvothermal  ECD : Electrochemical Deposition  PVD : Physical 
Vapor Deposition  MOCVD : Metallic-organic Chemical Vapor Deposition. 
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1.3.1. Optoelectronics 

Photon has already replaced copper for the long-distance communication with advantages 

of broad bandwidth, light, and cost-effective. However, there still many obstacles to 

exploiting photon for electronic circuits such as processors and memory chips. The primary 

application of the optical NW waveguide in the field of optoelectronics is the replacement 

of electrons with photons for the chip to chip or intra chip communications which requires 

a narrow footprint for the increase of the transmitted communication density. The transfer 

of information with the electron is currently limited by its frequency (<100MHz) which is 

proportional to the impedance of the conductor while photon has a much higher frequency 

ranges from 150-800THz for visible and near-infrared spectrum37.  

The requirements of the NW waveguides for the optoelectronics are followings: stability, 

low attenuation, low cost, broader bandwidth, small footprint, low heat generation, lower 

skew and easy Fabry–Perot cavity of NW, and immunity of the signal path to 

electromagnetic interference38. Semiconductor NW (III-V, II-VI, or IV-VI) generally 

satisfies the requirements except for the limitation of downsizing footprint further due to 

the diffraction limit and bending loss. Downsizing the footprint results in lower power 

consumption, dense interconnects, less sensitive to the propagation loss, easier control of 

temperature, and low fabrication cost.  

NW waveguides for optoelectronics are mainly classified into three components: light 

emitter (active waveguide), passive waveguide, and photodetector.  
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1.3.2. Light emitter 

The NW that emit light is called active or functional waveguide. Electrically driven lasing 

from NW is attractive due to the smaller foot print and low energy consumption compared 

to optically pumped lasing. The electrically driven lasing is called light emitting diode 

(LED), and it emits light with a certain wavelength through the recombination of the 

electrons excited by electrical energy. The wavelength of the light is determined by the 

direct band gap between p and n-type NW. In the early stage, the NW LED was realized 

by a combination of the top-down grown p-type planar substrate with n-type NW. Large 

variation of turn-on voltage was inevitable due to poor hole mobility of the planar substrate 

contributed by the low crystallinity. Afterward, the NW LED was realized by crossing 

single crystal p and n-type NWs with high electron and hole mobility. Interestingly, the 

electroluminescence excited at the cross junction can be coupled in and guided through the 

n-type waveguide with a forward bias. However, the asymmetric point at the junction 

between the two NW still can act as a scattering spot leading to the inefficient optical cavity 

and therefore poor spectral resolution. Later, electrically driven single photon source with 

a good polarization has been firstly demonstrated with an axial hetero-structure NW using 

GaAs/GaP and n-InP/p-InP39. The emission efficiency could have been improved by radial 

hetero-structure NWs due to a larger area for carrier injection or collection. The 

introduction of multi-quantum well in the NW with a tunable band gap enables an efficient 

radiative recombination and control of wavelength spectrum40. The radial hetero-structure 

NWs demonstrated not only a better emission efficiency but also directional radiation along 

the LED NW which is significantly important in order to couple the light to the passive 
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waveguide40-42. However, none of the group has measured the emission efficiency in that 

point of view. We believe that this work should be accomplished for practical integration 

of LED NW in the future. a-c39, d-f40.   

Diverse semi-conducting materials have been used to generate visible or NIR light 

emission. Visible light generation (1.8~3.1eV) has generally been realized using

 

Figure 1.3. Heterostructure nanowire photodiode. (a) Schematic illustration of 
nanowire superlattices synthesis. (i), Au catalyst nucleate (yellow) and one-
dimensional semiconductor nanowire (blue) growth. (ii), A different material (red) is 
grown from the end of the nanowire after completion of the first growth step. (iii) 
Compositional superlattices within a single nanowire can be synthesized with a 
repetition of steps (i) and (ii). (b)TEM images of a GaAs/GaP junction (i) and elemental 
mapping (ii) of Ga(white), P(red), As(blue) in the vicinity of the junction. (c) Line 
compositional profile across the junction region. (d) Cross-sectional view of a 
core/multishell(CMS) nanowire structure. (e) Normalized electroluminescence spectra 
measured from multicolor CMS nanowire LEDs. (f) Dark-field STEM image of 
GaN/InxGa1-xN/GaN/AlGaN CMS nanowire (i) and elemental mapping of Ga (blue, ii), 
In (red, iii), and Al (green, iv) respectively.  Reproduced with permission: a-c[28], d-
f[29] 
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CdS(2.42eV) due to its unique bandgap43, and its wavelength could have been tuned by 

compositional variation with CdSe (1.74eV)44-45 and ZnS(3.7eV)46. Generally, the 

propagation loss is inversely proportional to the increase of the wavelength. Therefore, 

NIR has a lower propagation loss compared to UV and visible light. However, NIR requires 

a larger NW diameter for the confinement of the light and Fabry–Perot cavity effects. 

Otherwise, most of the optical modes exist outside of the NWs and results in a low 

reflectivity at the end facets. The basic materials used for the lasers were listed in Table 

1.1. 

Mode excitation with a high effective mode index is desired for the practical application. 

The excited mode with high index contrast with the environment such as air results in high 

confinement factor and therefore, a high end-facet reflectivity which consequently 

enhances optical gain47-48. Also, highly resolved frequency mode is necessary to prevent 

lower data transmission rate and false signaling caused by group-velocity dispersion49-50. 

Typically, nanowire emits single mode light when diameter satisfies 1 ≈

Ω≤

æ
ø ¿([

¡¬

T
− [

ÇbÉ

T
) < 2.4, and the ends are cleaved with the NW length that satisfy the 

Fabry-Perot optical cavity, ∫ = ƒ}
æ

2[¡¬
ø Å, where D is diameter of NW, æ is wavelength 

of light, [¡¬ and [ÇbÉ are refractive indices of NW and air respectively, L is the length of 

NW, m is an integer. Because the band structure of semiconuctors relies on temperature, 

multi frequency modes are easily excited at room temperature unless the lasing cavity 

becomes much shorter51. However, the shortened cavity path result in a lower optical gain 

and therefore a higher threshold. In 2011, Y Xiao et al. demostrated single mode excitation  
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Figure 1.4. Optically and electrically pumped nanowire laser (a) Schematic illustration 
(i) and SEM image (ii) of cleaved CdS nanowire optically pumped laser. (iii) 
Photoluminescence image of a CdS nanowire excited (low-left corner) about 15 µm 
away from the nanowire end at room temperature. Inset shows an optical image of the 
nanowire under white-light illumination. (iv) Comparison of photoluminesence spectra 
obtained from body (blue) and end (green) of the nanowire at a low pump power 
(10mW). (v) Photoluminescence spectrum obtained from the nanowire end at higher 
pump power (80 mW). (b) Schematic illustration (i) and optical images (ii) of the 
electrically driven CdS nanowire laser at room temperature with an injection current of 
about 80 µA. (iii) Emission intensity as function of injection current. (iv) 
Electroluminescence spectra from the nanowire end obtained with injection currents of 
120 µA (red) and 210 µA (green). Fabry–Perot cavity modes (black arrows) are clearly 
shown with an average spacing of 1.83 nm. (c) Real color image of spatially 
composition-graded CdSSe NWs on a quartz substrate under room lightning (i) and 
UV-laser illumination (ii). SEM images of CdSSe NWs taken at the white spots in (ii-
vii) respectively. (d) In-situ EDS corresponding to the five SEM images of (ii-vii). (e) 
Photoluminescence spectra obtained at different locations along the CdSSe grown 
quartz substrate at 77 K showing multimode lasing. Reproduced with permission: a-
b[41], c-e[34]. 
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from nanowire by manually folding nanowire with fiber probe to form loop mirrors. Higher 

reflectibility of the loop mirror enables the excitation of the laser with a low threshold. 

However, manipulation of individual nanowire using fiber probe cannot achive the 

repeatable and reliable results with the same folding conditions. In 2013, H Gao et al. 

proposed a cleaved coupled nanowire laser realized by cutting GaN nanowire using 

Figure 1.5. Mode selection of laser from single nanowire by nanowire structure change. 
(a-f) Single frequency laser from folded single CdSe nanowire. The folded one or two 
NW ends create loop mirrors(LMs) and coupled resonant cavities. Scanning electron 
microscope(SEM) images and lasing spectra of single NW without LM (a and b) and 
with one LM(c and d), and double LMs(e and f). The insets in the SEM images (a, c, 
and e) are PL microscope images. The two spectra with different colors (red and black) 
were measured with pump fluence far above the threshold and near the threshold 
respectively. B (g-i) Single frequency laser from cleaved-coupled nanowire. (g) SEM 
images of cleaved GaN nanowires with ~40nm intercavity gap distance. (h) Simulated 
electric fields in the NWs near the 20nm gap width. (i) Photoluminescence spectra of 
lasing from individual NW cavity (red and green) and the coupled NW cavity (blue). 
Single frequency mode was observed with axially coupled NW cavity, while multiple 
frequency modes were observed with the individual NW cavities. Reproduced with 
permission: a-f[39] , g-i[43]. 
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focused ion beam milling. Compared to individual nanowires, the cleaved coupled 

nanowire with nm gap widths, summation of the both NW lengths provide gain of the laser 

while the gap distance narrow the optical band. This fabrication method increases the 

reproducibility significantly compared to the previously proposed methods for single mode 

selection with a lower threshold50. a-b52, c-e45. 

 

1.3.3. Passive waveguide 

The data transmitted rate for the short distance communication such as the integrated 

circuits on a board or intra-chip interconnects is also significantly limited by the bandwidth 

of the passive waveguide because relatively long-distance travel of the light occurs mainly 

in the passive waveguide. For the passive waveguide, maintenance of the mode with a low 

propagation loss needs to be considered overbearingly. Surface roughness, high refractive 

index contrast, and randomly distributed scattering centers (impurity atoms, lattice defects, 

etc.) are main reasons for the propagation losses in dielectric NW whereas absorption near 

the band edge is also a considerable source of the loss in semiconductor53. Those problems 

are from material properties which should be addressed and solved in the growth process. 

Besides the loss from intrinsic material properties, the main loss which occurs during the 

integration of the NWs into the optical circuits is bend loss. Compact packaging of the 

waveguides on a small footprint can result in a considerable bend loss. There have been 

numerous reports that measured and numerically calculated the bending loss of optical 

waveguide with a high refractive index contrast and sub-diffraction waveguide diameter.  
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However, the bending losses are dependent on the refractive index difference, waveguide 

diameter, and wavelength of light which finally determines the number and weight of 

modes in the waveguide. The only single mode can be excited when the waveguide barely 

supports the light with a significant fraction of evanescence fields due to either long 

wavelength or small waveguide diameter. Then, the waveguide packaging for intra-chip 

communication must carefully be designed because the mode fields in the waveguide will 

be lost easily by a slight bend. Therefore, the tradeoff between single mode and bending 

loss should be considered before designing the waveguide. There are various waveguides 

suitable for a passive waveguide of optoelectronic technology. Silica or silicon NW has 

great merit over the other materials that it can be integrated on a silicon/silicon substrate 

via deposition or etching with a lithography technology. The increase of the refractive 

index silica (1.45) could have been achieved by introducing impurities with high index 

materials such as SiN. The major concern with the silica or silicon waveguide through the 

lithography technology was its roughness of the top and sidewalls (~1 dB/cm). Scattering 

loss due to rough surface or defects can be negligible for the NW waveguide grown using 

CVD at a high temperature. 50, 54  

 

1.3.4. Photodetector  

The basic concept of the photodetector is just the inverse of the laser; excited electrons by 

photons of light are used to create a current. This concept is also same as that of solar cells 

or sensors. It is well known that NW has larger absorption characteristics than bulk 
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materials due to a larger physical cross-sectional area and photocarieer collection 

efficacy55-58. III-V compounds are dominantly considered as ideal materials and used due 

to their high sensitivity and high quantum efficiencies such as InP, GaAs, InAs, InSb, 

InAsP, InGaAs, and GaAsSb59. High responsivity and spatial resolution are required for 

the commercialization of photodetectors. To achieve a high responsivity, an increase of 

quantum efficiency by reducing carrier transit time is necessary. Core-shell heterostructure 

NW photodetector shows that lateral collection of carriers can reduce detrimental carrier 

recombination. The sensitivity of the detector critically influenced by thermally generated 

carriers which can be described by temperature-dependent Fermi-Dirac statistics. 

Therefore, photodetection with a high spectral resolution at room temperatures is required 

for a lower cost production, smaller size, and lower power consumption. Detection of a 

broad spectrum ranging from 632nm to 1.58ƒ at room temperature has been reported 

firstly by J. Miao et al. using InAs NW60. Other III–V semiconductor NWs operated at 

room temperature such as GaAsSb and hetro-junction GaSb/GaInSb NWs have been 

reported for NIR phtodetection59-62.  

In an ideal case, it is favorable to integrate the three waveguide components into an NW or 

at least by parallel or axial alignments of the waveguides for evanescence mode coupling. 

This configuration does not require free space light coupling leading to a significant 

decrease of coupling efficiency and an increase of fabrication cost, size, weight, and 

complexity of fabrication process, and the possibility to be misaligned due to an external 

impact. M. Tchemycheva et al. made an effort to integrate the emission and detection of 

the light using NW waveguide42. In their work, core/shell InGaN/GaN with five radial 
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quantum wells were exploited for emitter and detector to reduce carrier transit time and 

circumvent the non-radiative recombination on the surface defects63-65.  The two emitter 

and detector were connected by SiN waveguide fabricated by nanolithography. However, 

the on-off transient is extraordinarily slow (<0.5s) even with core/shell heterostructure. 

Either inefficient injection of a charge carrier or optical coupling among the waveguides 

might have attributed the slow switching time. Further improvement of on-off transition 

time is enforced to take full advantage of optical waveguides over copper-based electrical 

circuit. 

 

1.3.5. Optical sensor 

For the optoelectronics, tightly confinement of the mode in NW waveguide was imperative. 

For the optical sensor, on the other hand, the vulnerability of the optical modes in the NW 

to the change of the environment determines the sensitivity of the sensor. Therefore, a 

larger fraction of evanescence fields outside of the NW is preferred. The optical sensor 

offers a variety of advantages over the conventional electrical sensor regarding sensitivity, 

response time, immunity to electromagnetic interference, and multiple routes for the 

detection of the change of the surrounding materials. The optical fiber is the most popular 

material used as dielectric waveguide optical sensing because fabrication method is simple 

and well-developed. The NW can be made by adiabatically stretching an optical fiber, and 

this method can provide NWs with a uniform diameter and smooth surface. Also, this 

fabrication method can offer a light coupling without loss because both ends are connected 
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with adiabatically tapered optical fibers which can be coupled to photodetector and laser 

easily66.  

In the early stage, sensing the materials surrounding NW has been demonstrated by 

measuring the change of output intensity. The mechanism is straightforward, and it requires 

only a photodiode. Later, a variation of phase, polarization, wavelength or transit time of 

light in the NW waveguide to obtain more information about the surrounding materials 

have been used. However, they are susceptible to other influences such as stress induced 

by the NW and temperature variation during measurement.  Above all, extreme difficulty 

to sense or identify specific molecules in a complex medium makes it difficult to be 

commonly adopted in labs or industry. Later, markers such as dye or quantum dots (QDs) 

sensitive to a specific molecule with a considerable variation of absorbance or wavelength 

started to be used for sensing a target molecule regardless of the complexity of the media67.  

In 2012, Yan et al. reported NW based single cell endoscopy which can imaging in living 

cells without cell membrane damage or significant perturbation of normal cellular process, 

facilitating the small cross-section of NW waveguide68. The NW endoscope was prepared 

by integrating SnO2 NW with a tapered optical fiber. Efficient light coupling from the 

optical fiber to the NW was achieved. With this NW endoscope, spot cargo delivery with 

high spatiotemporal resolution via photon energy was demonstrated. Since then, several 

NW waveguides have been introduced for specific chemical detection in a living cell69. In 

2016, J. Lee et al. quantitatively measured Cu2+ ions specifically in single living cells using 

QD embedded polymer NW70. A unique property of the endoscopy probe was that the 
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photoluminescence signal was collected through the same light path used for excitation 

light. This signal collection configuration can make the device simple since complex 

optical components to focus or collect light with careful optical alignment are not required.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6. NW-based single-cell endoscopy probe. (a) Schematic illustration of NW-
based optical probe for single cell endoscopy. The inset shows schematic illustration 
and optical image of coupling light from an optical fiber to a SnO2 NW (c) Schematic 
illustration (i) and SEM images (ii) of NW endoscopy probe for quantitative sensing of 
Cu2+ ions in a living cell. (c) Schematic illustration of remotely excited plasmonic NW 
SERS probe using silver nanoparticle-attached silver NW. Image of optical transmission 
(ii), remote excitation of SERS under optical transmission (iii), and remote excitation 
of SERS only in a single living HeLa cell (iv). (v) Remotely excited SERS spectrum 
from nucleus of the living cell. Reproduced with permission: a[57], b[59], c[60].  

(a) (b) (i) (ii)

(c) (ii) (iii) (iv)

(v)
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1.4. Metallic (Plasmonic) NW  a68, b70, c71.   

As can be seen in Figure 1.1a, wave vector of SPPs is higher than one in free space. To 

fulfill the momentum conservation, additional momentum must be added by scattering, 

grating, or evanescent fields, etc.  The scattering occurs readily at the end or defects of NW 

or by placing nanostructures such as nanoparticle or antenna at the vicinity of the NW to 

break the local symmetry. Another efficient method to excite SPPs is the guidance of light 

through a high refractive index that matches the wavevector of the SPPs such as silica 

prism. Recently, smoothly tapered silica demonstrated excitation of propagation SPPs with 

a high coupling efficiency with transverse evanescence fields. In this case, taper angle, the 

distance between the two waveguides and metal thickness corresponding to the refractive 

index of the silica needs to be optimized carefully.  

As mentioned early, light coupling from the active semiconducting waveguide to the 

passive metallic waveguide or vice versa is required for the simplification of 

optoelectronics. In such case, the phase-matched evanescent coupling between two parallel 

aligned NWs is the appropriate method. To achieve a high coupling efficiency using 

laterally aligned NWs, precise control of overlapping length is prerequisite which is 

dependent on wave vector difference, waveguide geometry, the distance between two 

waveguides, and propagation loss. 

A critical huddle of plasmonic waveguide compared to dielectric one is low propagation 

length mainly due to ohmic loss. Similar to the dielectric waveguide, the number of modes 

that plasmonic waveguide can support increases as its diameter increases. As mentioned in 
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waveguide mode section, the propagation length is a function of imaginary part of the wave 

vector. Therefore, the different mode has a different propagation length. The effective 

mode indices and propagation lengths of two lowest order modes are shown in Figure 1.7a. 

Under 658nm wavelength excitation, only 0th order mode (m=0, H0) can be supported when 

NW diameter is smaller than around 200nm. 1st order mode (m=1, H1)  is less tightly bound 

to the plasmonic waveguide. Therefore, less electric fields exist in the metal which results 

in a higher propagation length compared to H0 mode which propagates being tightly bound 

to the NW.  

Figure 1.7. Two lowest order SPPs modes in AgNW. Numerically calculated effective 
refractive indices (a) and propagation lengths (b) of two SPP modes in AgNW under 
658nm excitation. Insets: Electric field |\| distribution of the two modes in AgNW. (c) 
Measured emission intensity at the tip of AgNW versus propagation distance. Inset: 
Schematic illustration of the emission intensity measurement. Attenuation curves of the 
H0 and H1 modes (Blue and orange lines respectively) are deconvoluted from the 
experimental data. The wavelength of the incident light is 658nm. (d) Relative weight of 
two lowest order modes as function of NW diameter under 658nm excitation. Reproduced 
with permission: c-d[61]. 
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The weight of SPP modes in metal NW relies on NW diameter and polarization. S. Kim et 

al. successfully decoupled the propagating SPP modes excited with a 658nm wavelength 

in silver NW and calculated the weight of the modes. The results showed that H0 mode is 

dominantly excited with an NW diameter lower than 300nm whereas the weight of the H1 

increases with beyond 300nm diameter. It is clear that H0 mode can be selectively excited 

by using a thin NW or a longer wavelength to cut-off higher order mode(Figure 1.7d)9. 

Another method to excite SPP mode selectively is by changing incident polarization. In 

this method, focused light polarized parallel to the NW excites H0 mode. With the light 

polarized perpendicular to the NW, H1 is excited dominantly72. Selective excitation of the 

mode in metal NW is critical depending on the application. For example, higher wave 

vector and localization of strong electromagnetic fields at the tip of NW is preferred for 

near-field imaging with high spatial resolution. In such case, lowest order mode with the 

highest momentum needs to be excited dominantly. On the other hand, higher order mode 

is favorable for in the field of the sensor since it has a longer skin depth. In other words, 

the electromagnetic fields propagate being less tightly bound to the metal. Therefore, it is 

more sensitive to change of the surrounding materials. We will go into details of this in 

each application section. c-d9 

While dielectric waveguide has a variety of material choices, Ag, Au and Cu are reasonable 

choices of material based on a propagation loss. The imaginary parts of the metals are 

lowest in the visible and NIR wavelength range which result in a low propagation length 

through the relation (39). Among them, Ag has a unique advantage over the others in terms 

of no absorption in the visible and NIR range. On the other hand, Ag is easily oxidized 
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even at room temperature. Therefore, Au, chemically more stable material, has also been 

used often at the expense of slightly increased propagation loss.  

As mentioned early, the propagation length varies depending on the weight of SPP modes 

in a plasmonic waveguide. Therefore, is a considerable deviation between the measured 

propagation lengths in each report as shown in Table 1.2. 

 

 

 

Table 1.2. Propagation lengths measured with different techniques. 

Material Technique Diameter Substrate Wavelength Propagation length Ref. 

Ag Fabry-Perot resonator modes 110±15nm glass 785nm 10.1±0.4µm 1 

Sidewall scattering ~100nm glass 830nm 3±1µm 2 
sol-gels 628nm 9.1µm 3 

Fluorescence 50-200nm glass 532nm 
650nm 

6µm 
11µm 

4 

90-170nm PMMA 760-860nm 11-17.5µm 5 
Tapered fiber 100nm air 532nm 6.2µm 6 

650nm 11.3µm 
980nm 20.2µm 

260nm glass 532nm 
633nm 
980nm 

6.77µm 
10.56µm 
13.27µm 

7 

750nm glass 785nm 10.6µm 8 
150-461nm air 532nm 150nm : 7.3µm(H0),  87.1(H1) 

280nm : 12.7µm(H0),  40.5µm(H1) 
458nm : 13.0µm(H0),  24.4µm(H1) 

9 

658nm 150nm : 17.5µm(H0),  No exist (H1) 
280nm : 28.2µm(H0),  159.1µm(H1) 
461nm : 40.4µm(H0),  69.0µm(H1) 

Au Fluorescence ~400nm glass 532nm 1.8±0.4µm 10 
60-100nm PMMA 760-860nm 2.4-3.6µm 5 
390 ± 60 nm glass 785nm 3.5µm 11 

Tapered fiber 210nm glass 980nm 
785nm 
650nm 

5.6µm 
4.9µm 
3.4µm 

12 

Scanning transient absorption 
microscopy 

600 ± 220 nm, 380 
± 140 nm 

glass 800nm 12.3 ± 4.1 µm 13 
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1.4.1. Optoelectronics 

There have been several studies about plasmonic laser due to its ultra-fast relaxation time 

and capability of nanoscale confinement of fields. However, all the works under the name 

of plasmonic NW laser were conducted with semiconductor gain due to the lack of band 

gap. Therefore, Plasmonic NW generally is used as a passive waveguide. It has unique 

advantages over dielectric waveguide regarding diffraction-free. Also, electrical 

communication on the circuits constructed for photonic circuits is available which will 

increase the function but decrease the size of the device.  

In a plasmonic waveguide, a favorable mode for passive waveguide is controversial due to 

their unique optical properties. H0 mode has an advantage over higher modes because it is 

less sensitive to the environment, easy to modulate (symmetric radiation at the end), and 

lower bending radius. On the other hand, H1 has a longer propagation length and higher 

coupling efficiency with directional mode coupling due to a more extended skin depth. 

Therefore, selective excitation mode depending on the application of the waveguide is 

carefully considered.  

Bending loss is also inevitable in plasmonic NW waveguide. Wang et al. demonstrated a 

significant bending loss with a silver NW (Figure 1.8(a-b))8. The results showed that the 

bending radius that the loss starts to increase rapidly is even larger than dielectric 

waveguide with a high refractive index difference. In the experiment, a long wavelength 

and thick NW were used which eventually affect the bending loss significantly in the 

following three ways. A long wavelength of excitation light firstly results in a lower 
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wavevector (momentum) of SPPs. This wavevector is proportional to the coupling strength 

between and surface charge oscillation. The higher wavevector, the finer confinement of 

the modes on the surface of the metal. Since light with long wavelengths were used in the 

experiment, the SPPs are not tightly bound to the surface of the metal and, as the results, a 

large fraction of the evanescence fields loses their binding to the metal surface and scatters 

at the bending part of the waveguide. Secondly, thick NW can support higher order modes 

whose coupling strength is weaker than lower order mode as can be seen in Figure 1.7a. 

Figure 1.8. Dependency of bending loss on bending radius, wavelength of excitation 
light, and NW diameter. (a) Bright-field optical images of AgNW with different 
bending radii. The diameter and length of the AgNW is 750nm and 45 µm 
respectively. The bending radii of the AgNW are 32, 16, 9, and 5µm, respectively. 
The inset shows SEM image of the curved section. (b) Dark-field optical images with 
the different bending radii. 758nm laser is focused at the left end of the AgNW and 
the intensity of emitted light indicated by the red arrows was measured to obtain the 
bending loss. (c) Calculated bending loss as a function of bending radius after 
subtracting the propagation loss from the measured values of emitted light intensity 
in (b). Propagation of H0 (d) and H1 (e) SPPs mode in AgNW with 200nm diameter 
and 700nm wavelength. Propagation of H0 (f) and H1 (g) SPPs mode in AgNW with 
700nm diameter and 700nm wavelength. Reproduced with permission: a-c[70]. 
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Figure 1.8d and e compare the bending loss of two lowest order SPP modes in AgNW 

waveguide. The lowest order mode (H0) with a high wavevector guided through the AgNW 

has a lower energy leakage from the bending part than the higher order mode (H1) has. 

Finally, the coupling strength of even the lowest order mode (H0) decreases as the diameter 

increase as shown in Figure 1.8f and g.	Almost energy leaks from the bending part of the 

waveguide to free space with a thicker NW diameter. In conclusion, bending loss can be 

reduced by tightly confining light with surface charge oscillation. However, it finally 

brings about a large ohmic loss. Balancing of bending loss and Ohmic loss must be 

considered carefully before designing optical circuits. In addition to them, the weight of 

each mode should be fully understood which varies depending on excitation methods and 

condition. a-c8 

 

1.4.2. Hybrid plasmonic waveguide 

Besides a short propagation length, plasmonic NW waveguide is the most promising 

candidate for optoelectronics. For practical application of the plasmonic waveguide to 

optoelectronics, however, elongating propagation length by reducing the electric field in 

the metal is prerequisite. This can be realized by inserting insulating layer between a 

dielectric NW and metal substrate which make most of the electric field confined in the 

insulator. Oulton et al. have numerically calculated propagation lengths up to the a few 

hundreds micrometers with high permittivity NW(GaAs)/low permittivity 

dielectric(SiO2)/metal(Ag) structure which is called “hybrid plasmonic waveguide”73. The 
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simulation results showed that strong confinement of electromagnetic energy in the 

nanometer gap composed of SiO2 and the lossless SiO2 can provide a path for the light 

propagation leading to a superior propagation length. There is an increasing number of 

studies to find the optimum structures of hybrid mode via numerical simulations offering 

a promising balance between field confinement and propagation length. However, most of 

the studies are limited to just numerical calculations73-74 and experimentally demonstrated 

hybrid plasmonic waveguide still suffer from considerable propagation loss to meet the 

loss required for optoelectronics probably due to the rough surface and poor crystallinity 

of the top-down grown strip or planar substrates 75-76. 

 

1.4.3. Optical sensor 

Compared with the dielectric waveguide, plasmonic NW has distinct advantages in the 

field of optical sensing. First, electromagnetic fields are tightly confined at the interface 

between metal and dielectric environment. Therefore, it has a higher sensitivity to change 

of environment while dielectric waveguide has the fields inside of it. There have been some 

efforts to Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) a powerful technique that 

enables the detection of low concentration molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces using 

amplified electric magnetic fields due to the localized SPPs. With a plasmonic nanogap, 

SERS has demonstrated a single-molecule detection capability. Also, each molecule has a 

unique Raman fingerprint so that labeling or even Raman indicators are not necessary. By 

integrating nanoparticles with plasmonic NW, SERS with high sensitivity is also available. 
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This is, however, not a unique advantage since this is also available with dielectric 

waveguide. However, only plasmonic NW waveguide has a still room to reduce the 

diameter of the waveguide for the applications that smaller cross-section of the waveguide 

is required such as living cell endoscopy. There have been numerous reports that used 

plasmonic NW waveguides for SERS. However, all the studies were limited to 

demonstration of the feasibility of the remote excitation.  In 2014, G. Lu et al. measured 

Raman signals from single living cell plasmonic NW waveguide. This is the first 

demonstration which applied plasmonic NW waveguide to the practical measurement of 

biochemical. In this work, the SPP was excited by focusing excitation light in the middle 

of the NW that a nanoparticle was attached to excite SPP efficiently. Compared to direct 

excitation of SERS probe by focusing the excitation light at the tip of the NW, remote 

excitation SERS shows clear Raman spectra of the single living cell due to efficient 

excitation of SPPs71. 

 

1.4.4. Near field imaging 

Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) is a powerful technique that provides 

compositional information of the samples with a sub-nanometer scale resolution. This 

technique can be established by irradiating a sharp metal tip with a focused laser beam to 

create a strong localized SPPs resonances at the tip. A further field enhancement can be 

achieved when the tip approaches a metal substrate. Conventional TERS tip is created by 

coating silver on a taper optical fiber or a sharp silicon AFM tip. T. Fujita et al. open a new 
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avenue in the field of TERS using plasmonic NW waveguide. In this work, silver NW was 

attached to a sharpened tungsten tip a TERS probe. To guidance of light through the silver 

NW, gold nanoparticles were integrated into the middle of the NW and used as light 

coupling point. Compared to direct excitation that excitation light is focused at the tip of 

NW, the remote excitation configuration demonstrated lower background intensities 77. 

 

1.5. Conclusion and outlook 

In this chapter, we compared NW waveguides made of dielectric and metallic materials. 

Dielectric NW guides light via total internal reflection, and it has several advantages over 

plasmonic waveguide such as better chemical and thermal stability and no Ohmic loss. 

Figure 1.9. Remotely excited AgNW TERS probe. (a) Schematic illustration of AgNW 
TERS probe remotely excited using gold nanoparticle. (b) Raman spectrum of 
benzenethiol-modified Au with different excitation when excitation laser is directly 
focused at the tip with (a) and s polarization (b), when the laser is remotely focused at 
the gold nanoparticle with p (c) and s polarization (d), when the laser is focused on the 
substrate without AgNW tip. Reproduced with permission [79]. 
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However, diffraction limited diameter of the dielectric NW limits subwavelength light 

confinement. Propagation of light as SPPs in plasmonic NW enables confinement of the 

light at the interface between metal and dielectrics. The diameter of the waveguide can be 

decreased beyond diffraction limit but strong confinement of light due to electron 

oscillation must be accompanied and therefore, propagation loss increases. To reduce the 

propagation loss, both longer skin depth and less binding area are required. The hybrid 

plasmonic waveguide can provide a solution to the propagation loss by having a small 

mode volume leading to a minimal binding area with the metal surface. A significant 

increase of propagation length was achieved with subwavelength confinement. However, 

the loss is still larger than dielectric waveguide, and low coupling in and out efficiency is 

another problem needs to be solved to be generally adopted. For optoelectronics, we have 

mainly discussed three main components: light emitter, waveguide, and a light detector. 

There has been a significant improvement of the main components for the last two decades 

using NWs made via the bottom-up strategy.  

Remarkable performance has been demonstrated with diverse semi-conducting NWs. 

Nonetheless, to realize optoelectronics, further development with auxiliary elements such 

as interconnector, coupler, splitter, polarizer, modulator, etc. should be accompanied. 

Above all, integration technique of chemically synthesized NWs onto semiconducting 

panel remains challenging and should be addressed to take advantages of single 

crystallinity.  

On the other hand, substantially large room for sensing and imaging with optical NW 

waveguide still exist. Especially, exploitation of evanescence wave either using dielectric 
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waveguide and a metallic waveguide for sensing is in its infancy. Combination of the 

evanescence wave with spectroscopy, label-free analysis with high sensitivity or 

compositional imaging with nanoscale resolution will open new and promising avenues 

shortly and bring a bright impact in biology and material characterization fields.  
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Chapter 2  

Characterization of propagating surface plasmon mode in Ag 

nanowire 

 
 As discussed in chapter 1, SPP modes with subwavelength electromagnetic field 

confinements can enhance the field strength and have been used as the enabling 

components for various appealing plasmonic applications such as sensors, plasmonic 

lasers, and plasmonic optoelectronics. However, the enhanced mode confinement in 1D 

SPP applications amplifies the plasmonic losses originating from both radiative scattering 

due to surface roughness and nonradiative decay from Joule heating. Both constrain the 

SPP propagation length from a few micrometers to hundreds of micrometers, depending 

on the mode profiles. Therefore, systematically characterizing the propagation lengths and 

mode indices of various SPP modes is essential for the development and optimization of 

SPP applications. 

Among the candidates for deep sub-wavelength plasmonic waveguides, silver nanowires 

(AgNWs), which can be chemically synthesized in large scale and with high crystallinity 

and atomically smooth surfaces, have drawn particular attentions due to their low ohmic 

damping and negligible scattering loss. AgNWs have been a subject of intensive study and 

have exhibited as appealing nano-optical components  for photonic circuits1-5, light 

sources6, photodetectors7-8, etc. The understanding of the basic characteristics of different 

1D-SPP modes in AgNWs, such as effective mode indices and propagation lengths, 

provides key guidelines for the design of AgNW-based plasmonic devices. During the last 
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10 years,  the effective mode indices and propagation lengths for different nanowire 

diameters, dielectric environments, and excitation wavelengths have been measured 

through various techniques, including Fabry–Pérot resonance9, sidewall-scattering10-11, 

fluorescent mapping12-13, nanofiber coupling2, 14-15. However, significant inconsistencies 

exist among different reports16. For instance, at near IR wavelengths (785 to 830 nm), 

propagation lengths measured for AgNWs around 100 nm in diameter ranges from 3 to 12 

µm9-10, 12, while others report a similar propagation length (12 µm) for much thicker 

AgNWs (750 nm) under the same condition15, which should have much lower loss 

compared to 100 nm nanowires. A major cause of such a large discrepancy is the lack of a 

method that separately addresses different modes co-existing on the same nanowire, which 

have different mode profiles and therefore different characteristics. In most studies, the 

dominating modes determined the measured results.  

 In this chapter, an interference method to individually characterize SPP modes supported 

by AgNWs will be introduced and discussed. By extracting information from the 

propagation-distance-dependent far-field radiation intensity of the scattered light from the 

nanowire tip, we could distinguish different SPP modes supported by AgNWs of different 

diameters and under excitation at different wavelengths, and derive their respective mode 

indices, propagation lengths, and, more importantly, the relative weights of co-existing 

modes. We also detected the existence of long propagation lengths of more than 100 µm 

on small-diameter AgNWs. In particular, we proved that SPP modes can be selectively 

excited by varying the nanowire diameter. 
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2.1. Synthesis of Ag nanowire 

 AgNW synthesized via polyol-mediated reduction can minimize the scattering loss from 

grain boundaries, structural defects and surface roughness5. These AgNWs have been 

demonstrated to have a more remarkably lower propagation loss than their lithographically 

defined counterparts6. Such low ohmic loss arises from (1) the single crystalline nature, (2) 

chemical homogeneity or low impurity level, and (3) atomically smooth surfaces. All of 

these mentioned factors effectively reduce the electron scattering during the collective 

electron oscillations in the plasmonic waveguide.  Another merit of the AgNW is its sharp 

tip; where energy (carried as SPs) is released into free space. Due to the sharp tip, the 

illumination volume is so small that significantly high spatial resolution can be achieved 

in the application of the near field imaging. 

2.1.1. Materials 

AgNO3 (99+%), PVP powder (avg Mw # 55 000), CuCl2∙2H2O (99.999+%), Cu(NO3)2 

∙2.5H2O (99.999%), and CuCl (99.995+%) were all purchased from Aldrich. Ethylene 

glycol (99%) was purchased from J.T. Baker. 

2.1.2. AgNW synthesis procedure 

Long AgNWs with diverse thickness were first synthesized via polyol-mediated reduction 

of AgNO3 in the presence of polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), which guides one dimensional 

growth17.  1.5ml of a 0.094M AgNO3 and 1.5ml of a 0.147 M PVP in ethylene glycol (EG) 
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were prepared. AgNO3 dissolved in EG was stored at different temperatures (0 ~ 60 °C). 

While it was being prepared, a pear-shaped flask with 5 mL of ethylene glycol and a stir 

bar was immersed in a silicon oil bath at 152 °C. Then, it was heated for 15 minutes under 

magnetic stirring at 400 rpm.  After the EG in the pear-shaped flask had been heated, CuCl2 

was added and allowed to heat up for an additional 15 minutes. 125 µl of the 0.147 M PVP 

solution was injected into the heated EG, along with 1.25ul 0.094 M AgNO3 solution. The 

injection was conducted every minute until all the solutions were consumed18. We stopped 

the reaction upon nanowire formation by removing the flask from the silicon oil bath and 

letting it cool after the solution color was changed to gray.  After cooling for 15 minutes, 

the products were washed and purified with ethanol by centrifugation at 1500 RPM for 40 

minutes at least 5 times to remove all impurities. All the chemicals were purchased from 

Aldrich except EG which was purchased from J.T. Baker. 

 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Measurement of the emitted light intensity at the tip of the AgNW.  

AgNWs with diameters ranging from 100 nm to 500nm dispersed in ethanol were drop-

cast on a PDMS film. Ethanol was evaporated slowly while the AgNWs drop was moved 

on the substrate using a nitrogen gun. The AgNWs with different diameters were picked 

up with a tungsten probe mounted in a triple-axis micromanipulator (Shutter Instrument) 

and positioned at the edge of the PDMS. The tapered optical fiber was mounted in the 

manipulator to move the fiber in three axis directions. The unpolarized laser lights with 
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532 and 658 nm wavelengths were coupled to the AgNWs from a tapered optical fiber. The 

intensity (~a few µW) of the light at the tip of the AgNW was measured while the optical 

fiber tip glides toward to the end of the AgNWs. An upright optical microscope (Nikon 

Eclipse Ni-U) with a 50X microscope objective with NA 0.6 and black-illuminated CCD 

camera (Zyla 5.5, Andor, Belfast, UK) was used to collect and capture the light signal at 

the tip of the NW.   

2.2.2. Numerical simulation to support the experimental results using COMSOL. 

Electromagnetic simulations were carried out using a commercial finite element analysis 

software (Comsol Multiphysics, v5.1). The propagation lengths and effective mode indices 

as a function of the AgNW diameter were calculated using a 2-D mode analysis solver. 

The dielectric constants (ɛ𝑟,532𝑛𝑚 = −11.755 − 0.37038𝑖 and ɛ𝑟,658𝑛𝑚 = −19.991 −

0.45028𝑖) for the AgNWs were obtained from Johnson and Christy19.  

2.3. Excitation and measurement of the propagating surface plasmon. 

  
 Figure 2.1(a) schematically illustrates the experimental concept. To characterize the 

intrinsic SPP properties and exclude the effects of the substrate, we placed the chemically 

synthesized AgNWs on the edge of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) block, with 50–60 μm 

of their length suspended in air. The tapered tip of a laser-coupled optical fiber, which was 

controlled by a high-precision motorized micromanipulator, was then brought into gentle 

contact with the unsupported segment of the AgNW to excite its SPP modes. The effective 

indices of the SPP modes are higher than the index of air, so light emission appeared only 

at the fiber–nanowire junction and the nanowire tip through a scattering process. A 50× 
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Figure 2.1 Excitation and propagation of SPP modes on a free-standing AgNW. (a) 
Schematic illustration of the experimental setup. A tapered optical fiber tip was brought 
into contact with a suspended AgNW. SPPs were excited at the junction and propagated 
down to the distal AgNW tip, where they were scattered into free space. The fiber tip was 
then slid along the AgNW, varying the propagation distance x. The AgNW tip emission 
was collected by an objective lens and recorded by a CCD camera. (b) Dispersion curves 
of the lowest-order SPP modes (H0, H1, and H2) in AgNW. Insets: electric field (|E|) 
distribution of H0 and the two degenerate H1 modes. (c) Schematic showing the generation 
of plasmonic beating from interference of the H0 and H1 modes. (d) Measured AgNW tip 
emission intensity (red dots) plotted as a function of the propagation distance x. The 
plasmonic beating was reflected in the periodic oscillation in the intensity of the AgNW tip 
emission. The period of the beating is defined by the difference between the wave vectors 
of the H0 and H1 modes. Blue and orange curves are the attenuation curves of the H0 and 
H1 modes, respectively, deconvoluted from the experimental data. The AgNW is 160 nm 
in diameter. The incident light has a wavelength λ of 532 nm. 
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 microscope objective lens was used to image the emission patterns, which were recorded 

by an s-CMOS Charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. The fiber tip was then slid along 

the AgNW toward its tip (red arrow in Figure 2.1(a)) to vary the distance of SPP 

propagation x, which is defined as the distance between the contact point and the suspended 

AgNW tip. To ensure measurement accuracy, we avoided any mechanical deformation of 

the AgNW during measurement by programming the micromanipulator to move the fiber 

tip exactly along the AgNW. Because of the uniform nanowire diameter and its atomically 

smooth surface in the Electronic Supplementary Material (ESM)), we can safely assume 

that the coupling efficiency between the fiber tip and the AgNW remains constant as the 

fiber tip glides along the AgNW. The intensity of the collected far-field tip emission, 

therefore, reflected the strength of the local electromagnetic field at the nanowire tip and 

can be used to extract information on the intrinsic SPP modes excited on and supported by 

the free-standing AgNW. The red dots in Figure 2.1(d) show the far-field intensities 

measured as a function of x as the fiber tip glides toward the nanowire tip under 532 nm 

laser excitation.  

 

2.4. Measurement reliability 

 A possible source of experimental uncertainty in our experiment is the slight variation 

(±5°) of the fiber-nanowire angle for different measurements. The coupling efficiency and 

the weight of the SPP modes may be influenced by the change of coupling angles. We 

performed a series of experiments to check the dependency of effective index, propagation 
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length, and mode amplitude to the fiber angle. The measurement was conducted under 658 

excitation light and shown in Figure 2.2.  

 

 
Figure 2.2. Reliability of the SPP modes analysis excited by a tapered optical fiber. The 
dependency of the coupling angle on the effective refractive indices. (a), propagation 
length (b), and amplitude ratio (c) for the two lowest modes are investigated. 
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The coupling angle between the AgNW and the optical fiber was altered from 13° to 30°, 

which is the typical range in the measurements. An AgNW with a 160-nm in diameter was 

used. For each angle, the tip of the optical fiber was handled by the micromanipulator to 

move toward to the end of the AgNW four times and the intensity of the emitted light was 

measured. Then, the effective mode index neff, propagation lengths LHm, and amplitudes of 

the participating modes were calculated using the fitting Equation (1) in the text. Except 

for the propagation length of the 1st order mode, there is almost no variation of the mean 

neff, propagation length, and amplitudes with a changing angle. The variation of the 

propagation lengths for the 1st order mode is natural because (1) the propagation lengths 

are much longer than the measured distance range of the nanowire and (2) its effective 

mode index is close to 1 and consequently, it is hard to decouple it from the free space 

mode when the measured distance is short. 

Nevertheless, the results show that the SPPs in the AgNW is independent of the angle in 

the range of 13° and 30°, which is favorable for accurate mode analysis in our experiment. 

The small error bars also verify that the consistency of our mode analysis method.   

 

2.5. Calculation of mode index and propagation losses 

 The intensity oscillations of the far-field signals in Figure 2.1(d) originate from beating 

between multiple SPP modes launched at the fiber–nanowire junction. As shown in Figure 

2.1(b), full-wave mode analysis using FEA (finite element analysis) demonstrated that a 

AgNW 300 nm in diameter can support two SPP modes (H0 and H1) at visible frequencies. 

To simplify the discussion, we define the diagonal dimension of the pentagonal cross 
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section of the AgNW as its diameter. The experimentally measured permittivity data were 

used to describe the silver metal in the simulation (see Methods for details). The 

fundamental mode (labeled H0) has no cutoff frequency, which is similar to the case of the 

fundamental TM0 mode of a circular metallic nanowire. Owing to the pentagonal (D5h) 

symmetry of the AgNW cross section, the second-lowest mode (H1) of a circular 

waveguide splits into two degenerate modes (labeled H1a and H1b, with the E field 

illustrated in the insets of Figure 2.1(b)) with cutoff wavelengths of around 750 nm (1.65 

eV) for the calculated diameter in air. The third-lowest mode (denoted as H2) has a cutoff 

wavelength in the ultraviolet (2.7 eV) and therefore is not excited by the visible lasers used 

in this work. Although Figure 2.1(b) was derived for 300 nm AgNWs, this conclusion holds 

true for AgNWs with diameters ranging from ~110 to 500 nm (Figure 2.3 in the ESM). 

 

Figure 2.3. Momentum difference between free-space photons and the three lowest 
order SPP modes of AgNWs under 532 nm excitation. The H0 mode doesn’t have a cut-
off diameter. The cut-off diameter of H1 modes is ~110 nm, where the H1 (orange) curve 
meets the zero-Δk line. The cut-off diameter of H2 modes is larger than 500 nm. 
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Under a laser excitation of 532 nm, three lowest-order SPP modes (H0, H1a, and H1b) can 

be launched into the AgNW. To reduce the complexity of the mode analysis, only one of 

the two degenerate H1 modes was excited in our experiments. This was achieved by setting 

the polarization in the single-mode fiber to be linear, with the electric field perpendicular 

to the interface between the AgNW and the fiber, in which case only one of the H1 modes 

(defined as H1a) was excited, and the other (H1b) was suppressed. The polarization state 

was controlled by a manual fiber polarization controller (Thorlabs, Inc.) and was confirmed 

 

Figure 2.4 Measurement of the SPP propagation length in a free-standing AgNW. (a) 
Dark-field optical image of the measurement setup. A AgNW was placed on a PDMS 
substrate with 50–60 μm suspended from the edge. The tapered tip of a laser-coupled 
optical fiber was put into physical contact with the AgNW to excite its SPPs. The SPPs 
propagated along the AgNW to its distal end, where they were scattered back into free 
space. The far-field emission at the suspended AgNW tip was collected as the optical 
fiber tip was slid along the AgNW. (b)–(d) Waveguide images (back illumination off, 
laser on) of the AgNW at different SPP propagation distances x. Insets: enlarged images 
of the tip emission spot, the intensity of which increased as x decreased. (e) Tip emission 
intensity measured as a function of x under 658 nm (top) and 532 nm (bottom) 
excitation. Circled points labeled b–d correspond to images (b)–(d) on the left. 
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by examining the output intensity from the fiber tip through a linear polarizer using a CCD 

camera placed in front of the fiber tip.  Because the two remaining modes (H0 and H1a) 

have different wavevectors (KsppH0 and KsppH1), a beating pattern with a period (Λ) of 

2/Re(k) was formed on the nanowire, where k is the difference between the two 

wavevectors. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.1(c). Moving the tapered fiber tip along 

the nanowire is equivalent to changing the propagation distance x for both modes and leads 

to variation of the SPP intensity at the end of the nanowire, and also modulation of the 

emission intensity I, as shown in Figure 2.1(d).  Figure 2.4(a) is a dark-field optical image 

of the typical measurement setup, where a tapered optical fiber tip was put in contact with 

the suspended portion of a AgNW sitting on the edge of a PDMS substrate. Figure 2.4(b) 

is the corresponding wave guiding image, where the laser coupled to the optical fiber was 

turned on, and the wide-field microscope illumination was turned off. The image clearly 

shows that the coupling efficiency between the fiber and  

the nanowire was high enough to allow a high tip emission intensity, even after >40 µm of 

propagation, as well as low background noise from the junction scattering, both of which 

are essential for the success of this approach. As shown in Figuress. 2.2(b)–2.2(d), the 

nanowire tip emission intensity I, which was measured by integrating the total counts of 

the emission spot, was strongly correlated with the SPP propagation distance x, which was 

characterized by the separation between the scattering spot at the nanowire–fiber junction 

(large red spot on the upper right) and the emission spot at the nanowire tip (small red spot 

on the lower left). To guarantee the best accuracy (~10 nm) in estimating x from the images, 

the positions of the nanowire–fiber junction and the nanowire tip in each image were 
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calculated by fitting each spot to a Gaussian point-spread function, in a method similar to 

a localization method reported elsewhere [23]. As shown in Figure 2.4(e), for both 658 and 

532 nm excitation, the intensity I shows a general decaying trend as x increases owing to 

the propagation losses in all the SPP modes. Because the oscillations of I originated from 

the beating of different SPP modes, the oscillation amplitude decreased concurrently with 

the total intensity. However, the period of oscillation for 658 nm excitation (Λ658) differs 

notably from that for 532 nm (Λ532). This is because Re(Δk), which is inversely proportional 

to Λ, varies with the excitation wavelength or photon energy (Figure 2.1(b)). Further 

studies on the beating pattern reveal that the oscillation period is related to the diameter of 

the AgNW. Taking 658 nm excitation as an example, when the diameter increases from 

160 to 404 nm, the period  of the intensity envelope peaks increases from 3.67 to 11.30 

m (Figure 2.5(a)). Figure 2.5(b) further confirms that there is an overall monotonic 

relationship between  and the nanowire diameter. As stated previously, the periodic 

patterns can be attributed to constructive and destructive interference between these modes, 

and the period  is determined by k through  = 2π/Re(Δk). Therefore, this monotonic 

trend can be explained by the variation of the dispersion curves and Re(k) with the 

nanowire diameter, as shown by the COMSOL simulation results in Figure 2.5(c). We 

found that the momentum intervals (k) between the two participating modes (H0 mode, 

solid curve; H1 mode, dashed curve) decrease as the diameter of the nanowire increases. 

The open and solid circles in Figure 2.5(c) are the measured Re(k) values derived from the 

oscillation curves in Figure 2.5(a) (the fitting is discussed in detail in the paragraphs 

below). These measured values agree very well with the simulation results for the 
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corresponding nanowire diameters at 658 nm. The intensities of the peaks and valleys of 

the beating patterns are dictated by the sum and difference of the amplitudes of the 

participating modes  (H0 and H1). Because different SPP modes have dissimilar 

propagation lengths owing to their unique mode profile distributions, the sum and 

difference of their amplitudes decay at different rates over the propagation distance. 

Therefore, the beating patterns acquired from the measurements can be used to decouple 

the SPP   modes and derive the corresponding characteristic parameters, including the 

 

Figure 2.5 Beating period (Λ) as a function of AgNW diameter. (a) Measured intensities 
of the emitted light at the tip of AgNWs with diameters of 160, 316, and 404 nm under 
658 nm excitation. (b) Beating periods calculated using the wavevector differences (Δk) 
between the two SPP modes as a function of the nanowire diameter. (c) Dispersion 
curves of H0 (solid curve) and H1 (dashed curve) SPP modes supported by nanowires 
with diameters of 160 (black), 316 (blue), and 404 nm (red). The open (H1) and solid 
(H0) circles correspond to measured Re(k) values derived from (a). 
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effective mode index, propagation length, and mode amplitude. To quantify these 

parameters for the subwavelength SPP modes, we fitted the experimental beating pattern 

profiles with a model that includes the exponentially decaying SPP modes and a near-

plane-wave free-space mode representing the scattered light from the fiber–nanowire 

junction [5], which is given by 

H H 0 0 0 0
H H sc

0,1,...
( ) e e emm m

m m

x
L in k x i in k x i

m
I x u u 

−
− + − +

=

= +                                (1) 

where I(x) is the far-field nanowire tip emission intensity as a function of the propagation 

distance x. Hm represents the participating modes. Hm
  is the total collection efficiency 

(including both the mode emission efficiency and microscopy collection efficiency), Hm
u  

is the mode amplitude, Hm
L  is the propagation length, Hm

n  is the effective mode index for 

mode Hm, and k0 is the wavenumber of the excitation light in free space. usc represents the 

contribution from a free-space photon mode, which is the far-field background originating 

from the scattering at the fiber–nanowire junction. This model also includes the initial 

phases (φm and φ0) for each mode, which describe their phase retardations through the 

mode-coupling process at the fiber–nanowire junction and remain constant throughout the 

measurements. Note that Eq. (1) considers only the SPPs propagating from the junction 

toward the free-standing nanowire tip and discounts those reflected by the tip and 

propagating in the reverse direction, which make no contribution to the scattered light I(x) 

measured at the nanowire tip. High-order reflections, such as the subsequent reflections 

from the fiber–nanowire junction toward the free-standing tip, may contribute to I(x), but 
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the intensity is somewhat attenuated after multiple reflections and long-distance 

propagation, so they are not considered here. This beating model interprets the interference 

pattern accurately, as shown by the dashed curves in Figures 2.4(e) and 2.5(a). In Figure 

2.5(c), the Re(k) values of the H0 and H1 modes for the three nanowire diameters (solid and 

open circles, respectively) were also calculated from the corresponding effective mode 

indices ( H H 0Re( ) /
m m

n k k= ) extracted from the fitting, which are highly consistent with 

the simulation, demonstrating the accuracy of the model. 

 Using this interference model, we could distinguish the propagation parameters of the two 

supported modes for AgNWs, including the effective mode indices, propagation lengths, 

and mode amplitudes, for diameters in the range of 150 to 460 nm and two excitation 

wavelengths (532 and 658 nm). Thinner AgNWs with diameters smaller than 150 nm were 

not included in this study because thin AgNWs with the long-suspended lengths required 

for this measurement are highly flexible, and it is difficult to stabilize them against swaying 

and bending during the measurement to obtain stable readings of I(x).  

 As shown in Figure 2.6, the measured effective mode indices (neff) of both modes (orange 

spheres for H1 and blue spheres for H0) agree reasonably well with the numerical 

simulation results (orange curve for H1 and blue curve for H0) for all the nanowire 

diameters tested and both excitation wavelengths. We observed that the effective mode 

indices of the fundamental (H0) and first-order (H1) modes tend to diverge further as the 

nanowire diameter decreases for both excitation wavelengths. We also showed that the 

difference in neff between the H0 and H1 modes, which is proportional to Re(Δk) and 

inversely proportional to the beating period , is diameter-dependent. In particular, for 
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nanowires 160 nm in diameter, Δneff is greater for 532 nm excitation than for 658 nm 

excitation, suggesting that 532 is smaller than 658, in agreement with the trend observed 

in Figure 2.6(e). In addition, Figure 2.6 also shows that for the fundamental (H0) mode, 

there is no cutoff diameter for either wavelength.  

 The interference model can be used to decouple the SPP modes and evaluate their 

propagation losses separately. Figure 2.7 shows the dependence of the propagation length 

L extracted from the fitting on the nanowire diameter for the H0 and H1 modes. For the 

fundamental mode, LH0 is either consistent with or even slightly better than that calculated 

from the numerical simulation for the 658 or 532 nm measurements, respectively. The 

numerical simulation presented here uses the permittivity measured on a polycrystalline 

thin film (see Methods for details) and a physical model of the nanowire with perfectly flat 

side walls and no surface roughness. Our measured results reflect a considerable reduction 

in and perhaps even the absence of scattering loss due to surface roughness and domain 

boundaries in the chemically synthesized nanowires. The propagation lengths of the H1 

 

Figure 2.6 Diameter dependence of effective refractive indices (neff) of the two co-existing SPP 
modes in AgNWs under (a) 658 nm and (b) 532 nm excitation. Solid and dashed lines represent 
neff for the two modes calculated from numerical simulations.  

λ = 532 nm
(b)

H0

H1

H0

H1

(a)
λ = 658 nm
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mode align with the simulation results overall. However, they exhibit significant deviations 

and large uncertainties, in particular for small-diameter AgNWs. As mentioned for the 

reliability test of our mode analysis method (see more details in the Supporting 

Information), the reason is that the AgNWs in the experiments were not long enough to 

support analysis of such long propagation lengths for the H1 mode. For large-diameter 

nanowires, the propagation lengths are within the range of the nanowire length, and the 

method provides precise measurements with small deviations. 

 

2.6. Calculation of weight of two lowest order modes. 

2.6.1. Calibration of the mode coupling efficiency 

 The data fitting using Equation (1) can retrieve the values of the product of the total 

collection efficiency 𝜂𝐻𝑚 and the mode amplitude 𝑢𝐻𝑚, but cannot decouple these two 

variables. The total collection efficiency 𝜂𝐻𝑚 include two parts: (1) the emission efficiency 

 
Figure 2.7 Diameter dependence of propagation length of the two co-existing SPP 
modes in AgNWs under (a) 658 nm and (b) 532 nm excitation. Solid and dashed lines 
represent neff for the two modes calculated from numerical simulations. 

(a)
λ = 658 nm λ = 532 nm

(b)

H0

H1

H0

H1
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at the nanowire end, where the propagating surface plasmon is coupled into free space 

wave; and (2) the collection efficiency of the long-working-distance objective lens.  

2.6.2. Far-field radiation pattern of a nanowire tip 

 Since the momentum of SPP modes is always larger than that of the free-space light and 

generate a momentum mismatch, the SPPs cannot be coupled into the free-space mode 

when they are propagating along the nanowire. However, the crystal facets at the nanowire 

tip can act as a scatterer to provide a broad range of momentums to compensate this 

mismatch, leading to the mode-dependent far-field radiation patterns, as shown in Figure 

2.8. In general, the H1 mode has higher transmission than the H0 mode for all nanowire 

diameters, because of the smaller momentum mismatch between the H1 mode and free-

space mode. In particular, thin nanowires have neff close to 1 for H1 and the highest neff for 

H0, which leads to the near-unity transmission for H1 mode but low transmission for H0 

(Figure 2.9b). 

 

 

 
Figure 2.8. The far-field radiation patterns in power, coupled from the H0 and H1 modes. 
The excitation wavelength is 532 nm.  
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2.6.3. Objective lens collection efficiency: 

 In order to have enough space for the operation of the micromanipulator, a long-working-

distance objective lens with a moderate NA (0.5) was used in our experiment. Since the 

nanowire has to lie in the image plane during the measurement, a significant portion of the 

emitted light propagates horizontally and cannot be collected by the lens placed above the 

nanowire. Figure 2.9a shows the collection efficiencies of the objective lens for different 

modes, which were calculated by integrating the emission power in the cone volume 

created by the objective lens and normalized by the total radiated power. Since the H0 mode 

has a larger radiation angle (Figure 2.8), its collection efficiency is, in general, higher than 

the H0 mode for small nanowire diameters. By multiplying the objective collection 

efficiency (Figure 2.9a) to the far-field radiation power efficiency (Figure 2.9b), the 

emission efficiency 𝜂𝐻𝑚 can be achieved.  

 Now, considering the collection efficiency, the nominal power ( 2

H Hm m
u ) of the 

participating SPP modes can also be derived by fitting Eq. (1). The measured power ratio 

of the two modes under 658 nm excitation is plotted in Figure 2.10 as a function of the 

 
Figure 2.9. (a) The collection efficiencies of the objective lens (NA=0.5) for different 
modes. (b) The coupling efficiency (mode transmission) from SPP to free space wave. 
(c) The total collection efficiency  𝜂𝐻𝑚 for different diameters.  
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nanowire diameter. The result shows that the H0 mode is dominant for thin AgNWs (with 

a diameter smaller than 300 nm), whereas the H1 mode is dominant for thicker AgNWs. 

This selective excitation of SPP modes can be explained by the mode coupling process at 

the fiber–nanowire junction: A thin nanowire has a compact symmetrical H0 mode that 

couples efficiently with the uneven component of the evanescent field of a dielectric fiber; 

on the other hand, the asymmetrical H1 mode is excited by the even component of the 

evanescent field, which is less efficient in thin nanowires, where the H1 mode is less 

confined and more widely distributed (more details are available in the ESM).  

 

The coupling efficiency between the tapered optical fiber and an AgNW is confirmed by 

COMSOL simulation. Figure 2.8 shows the model configuration for the simulation. The 

taper angle of the optical fiber (𝜃) and coupling angle between AgNW and optical fiber 

 
Figure 2.10 Relative weight of H0 and H1 modes as a function of NW diameter (658 nm 
excitation). 

H0

H1
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(𝜙) were 14 ° and 15 ° respectively. 3.5 µm long AgNW with 3 µm propagation distance 

was 

used and its diameter was changed from 100 nm to 500 nm. The square root of the energy 

flux, which was calculated by integrating the Poynting vector over the mode cross section 

at the tip of the AgNW, was used to calculate the amplitude of each mode in the AgNW. 

In order to compensate the propagation losses of each mode along the propagation distance, 

the intensity was multiplied by 1

𝑒
−3

𝐿⁄  where L is the propagation length of the two lowest 

modes. 

Figure 2.12 shows the comparison between the simulated result and the experiment result, 

which confirms the trend that H1 mode is easier to be excited in narrow nanowires than the 

H0 mode. This trend can be used to guide the design of plasmonic devices where specific 

modes are needed.  

 
Figure 2.11. The side view (a) and top (b) view of the 3-D geometry used for 
calculating the amplitudes of the PSP modes in AgNW. The electric field of the incident 
light in the optical fiber is set to be y direction, to compare with the experimental results.  
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2.7. Conclusion 

  We demonstrated a new method of decoupling and analyzing SPP modes in a plasmonic 

waveguide. This method, unlike other techniques, can be used to excite SPPs at an arbitrary 

position on a AgNW by putting the tip of a tapered optical fiber into physical contact with 

the NW, which breaks the local symmetry and provides the additional momentum needed 

to excite the SPP modes in the NW. This also enables monitoring of the emission intensity 

at the NW tip while gradually changing the propagation distance by moving the fiber tip 

along the NW. The small scattering loss at the tapered fiber tip and the high coupling 

efficiency make it possible to observe the interference pattern between the two SPP modes 

simultaneously excited in the NW. This, in turn, enables analysis of the propagation 

properties of each individual mode, including the mode indices, propagation lengths, and 

 
Figure 2.12. (a) The extracted mode amplitude from the experiment. (b) The simulated 
results from the model in Figure 2.9.  
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relative weights of co-existing modes. The experimental results agree well overall with 

numerical simulations using dielectric constants measured from polycrystalline Ag films, 

but show improved propagation lengths owing to the reduced propagation loss originating 

from the high crystallinity and smooth surfaces of the chemically synthesized AgNWs. The 

results also show that the propagation parameters, in particular the mode amplitude, are 

strongly correlated with the nanowire diameter, and different SPP modes can be selectively 

excited by controlling the nanowire diameter. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 

report in which co-existing SPP modes in a plasmonic nanowire waveguide are decoupled 

and analyzed separately. This new mode analysis technique can be applied to many other 

metal nanowire waveguides and provides unique insights into the development and 

optimization of SPP-based applications, including surface-enhanced Raman scattering 

platforms and nanophotonic devices. 
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Chapter 3  

Nanowire waveguide for label-free quantitative sensing of 

intracellular biomolecules in single living cell  

 

3.1.	Nanowire	waveguide	for	single	living	cell	endoscopy	

Complex inter-reactions among ions, biopolymers and metabolites run living systems and 

any abnormal cellular processes driven by those biomolecules are closely linked to the 

origins of human disease. However, any changes of the environs to characterize the 

biomolecules will vary their intrinsic properties and many of them even cannot be observed 

after purification or isolation for the characterization1. Hence, analysis of biological 

molecules in living cells with minimal perturbations is essential to gain insights into cell 

functions, cellular signaling pathways, and gene expression inside single cells, and disease 

mechanisms. One-dimensional nanostructures, such as glass pipettes, dielectric nanowires, 

nanotubes, and even photonic crystal waveguides, have been demonstrated as promising 

platforms of living-cell endoscopy probes for gene or drugs delivery with a temporal 

resolution because its small diameter enables the insertion of the probe without serious 

damage to the cell. Furthermore, this nanostructure can be used not only for the delivery 

of the payloads but also intracellular bio-sensing. The delivery of the payloads have been 

accomplished by many groups using diverse nanotubes and wires such as carbon 

nanotubes2, boron nitride nanotubes3, silicon nanowires4, and tin oxide nanowires5. On the 

other hand, chemical/biological sensing inside of a living cell is more sophisticated because 
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high specificity and sensitivity to trace amounts of target molecule in highly complex 

chemical/biological environments are required.  

Recently, Surface-enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) has proven to be capable of 

sensing chemical/biological molecules in living cells by overcoming the extremely low 

possibility of occurrence of Raman scattering due to strong electromagnetic fields 

confinement near metal surface6. SERS has remarkable advantages of photostability, label-

free detection, and multiplex detection capability due to the highly resolved spectra over 

fluorescence-based analytical assays, indispensable tools for the modern-day cell 

biologists7-8, which suffer from photobleaching, fluorescence self-quenching, and 

disruption of normal cellular processes due to fluorophores. In the early days, CNTs 

decorated with Au nanoparticles (NPs) were used as a label-free SERS intracellular probe9-

10. Spectral information of the intracellular fluid could be obtained by locating the probe 

inserted in a living cell in the center of focused laser beam. Au NP surfaces and small gaps 

between Au NPs could confine strong electromagnetic fields and boost the intensity of 

Raman scattering. However, their excitation of Raman using free space light focused by an 

objective lens has a high possibility to damage the membranes and/or other cell 

components of living cells.  

Remote-excitation using dielectric nanowire (NW) waveguides such as SnO25 and 

polycaprolactone11 has been demonstrated for the inclusion of nanometer-sized internal 

light source into a target subcellular region without interfering with or perturbing the outer 

cell membrane. However, these dielectric waveguides are still limited by diffraction12, so 

that the excitation to high-energy, short- wavelength lasers and further scaling down of the 
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device for long-term monitoring are restricted. On the contrary, metallic or plasmonic NWs 

offer a means to go below this size limit as they transfer optical signals via surface plasmon 

polaritons (SPPs). Lu et al. has demonstrated live-cell SERS endoscopy using a silver 

nanowire (AgNW) waveguide13. In their work, remotely excited SERS spectra was 

measured in the cell nucleus by focusing the laser on an Ag NP that was randomly attached 

to the side of an Ag NW. However, due to the complexity of the subcellular chemistry, 

these native SERS spectra were poorly resolved to render truly insightful chemical 

information, not to mention molecular-specificity or quantitative analysis. In addition, the 

tip of an Ag NW is a poor SERS cavity, which greatly limits the sensitivity of this 

technique. Moreover, the optical coupling through NP has an excitation efficiency below 

1%, which limits the photon flux deliverable into the cell and further restricts the SERS 

sensitivity. 

In this work, we have developed a novel intracellular sensing probe by integrating a 

plasmonic NW probe with high-sensitivity SERS antennas functionalized with molecular-

specific Raman markers. A chemically synthesized AgNW has been used to deliver light 

beyond the diffraction limit with a low propagation loss due to its intrinsic properties such 

as atomically smooth surface and lowest ohmic loss. Excitation laser was guided through 

the optical fiber to the AgNW with a high coupling efficiency and therefore, any 

perturbance or damage to the living cell caused by the scattering loss could have been 

minimized. Ag nanocubes (NCs) were integrated to the tip of the plasmonic NW probe via 

a repeatable and reliable preparation method not only for local field enhancement for high 

sensitivity but also as an antenna for the emission of the Raman signal to the free space for 
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a higher collection efficiency. On this platform, different SERS markers can be integrated 

on different nano-antennas separately and co-assembled on the nanoprobe for molecular 

specificity, quantitative analysis, and multiplexed intracellular sensing which have been 

difficult to demonstrate in many other groups. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of 

molecular specific quantitate analysis of biomolecules in single living cell, we  measured 

the pH values in a living Hela cell for the first time using enhanced Raman scattering 

excited by a biocompatible and non-invasive waveguide probe. The schematic detailing 

Raman scattering inside of a living cell using our antenna coupled plasmonic nanowire 

endoscopy (ACPNE) probe is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

  

 
Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic illustration of the in situ remote sensing in single live-cells 
with an APN endoscope. (b) Schematic of the structure of an APN endoscope, which is 
prepared by coupling a AgNW plasmonic nanowire waveguide that delivers light 
remotely with AgNC antennas to create localized SERS hot spots. The AgNC antennas 
are functionalized with a pH responsive molecule (4-MBA). (c) SEM image of an APN 
endoscope.  
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3.2. Materials and Methods 

3.2.1. Tapering	optical	fiber	

A single mode optical fiber (Thorlabs, S405-XP) was chemically etched in 48% 

hydrofluoric acid (HF, Fisher-Scientific). Prior to etching the optical fiber, the jacket at the 

end of the fiber was removed and washed with acetone and DI water. The fibers were 

immersed in HF covered with isooctane (Fisher-Scientific) and pulled out of the etching 

solution using a syringe pump14. The syringe pump was used to make the optical fiber tip 

sharper. The fibers then washed with DI water several times. 

3.2.2. AgNC	synthesis	

AgNCs shown in Figure 3.2 (a) were synthesized using a polyol process15. First, 10ml of 

0.06 M AgNO3 including 20µl	of	 60 mM CuCl2 in 1,5-pentanediol (PD) was prepared in 

a 20ml glass vial. In another vial, 10ml of 0.18 M of Polyvinylpyrrolidone in repeating unit 

(PVP, Mw ≈ 55 000) was prepared. 100ml round bottom flask with 20ml of PD under 

magnetic stirring was then immersed in a silicon oil bath preheated at 190°C.  While the 

PD in the flask was being heated, 1ml of the AgNO3 precursor was placed in ice bath. After 

15mins, the 500µl of the cold AgNO3 precursor was suddenly injected to the flask followed 

by the injection of 250 µl of PVP precursor dropwise. Afterwards, the room temperature 

AgNO3 and PVP precursors were injected alternately into the flask at a rate of 500 µl /min 

and 250 µl/30s. After the color of the solution turned red-green, the flask was taken out 

from the oil bath and cooled down in air for 15mins. Pure AgNCs were obtained by 

centrifugation with ethanol at 9000rpm for 40mins five times. All the chemicals were 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich except PD which was purchased from Fisher-Scientific. 
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3.2.3. AgNW	synthesis	

In the same manner with AgNC, a polyol process was used to synthesize AgNWs16. Five 

milliliters of ethylene glycol (EG) in a 50ml pear shape flask was immersed in a silicon oil 

bath at 152 °C for 15 mins under magnetic stirring at 400rpm. Then, 40 µl of 4 mM CuCl2 

was injected and the solution was heated for additional 15 mins. 125 µl of 0.147 M PVP in 

repeating unit  and 0.094M AgNO3 precursors were injected alternately into the flask every 

minute until all the all the solutions were consumed. The AgNWs were purified by 

centrifugation with ethanol at 2000rpm for 20mins 5 times after allowing 15mins to cool 

down the nanowire solution. EG was purchased from Fisher-Scientific, All the other 

chemicals used here were the same ones used for AgNC synthesis. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. SEM images of the AgNCs(a) and AgNWs(b) used for the fabrication of an 
ACPNE probe. 
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3.3. Development of precise and repeatable attachment of AgNCs to the tip of 

AgNW. 

It has been reported that an endoscopy probe with 250 nm in diameter does not damage the 

cell during the insertion of the probe17. Therefore, AgNC and AgNW were prepared with 

the aim that the diameter of the plasmonic AgNW probe including AgNC monolayer on it 

does not exceed 250 nm. The diameters of AgNCs and AgNWs prepared in this work 

ranged from 50 to 60 nm and from 120nm to 180nm respectively. Precise control of number 

of AgNCs and their locations are notably important not only for the confinement of a strong 

electric field but also for minimal damage to the cell membrane during insertion and 

efficient Raman signal collection due to a small focal spot. The small focal spot leads to 

being capable of using a higher numberical aperture (N/A) which end up with a higher 

signal collection efficiency through the objective lens. 

 For the fine control over the number of AgNCs and their locations,  we developed a novel 

method with consistent repeatability to attach a few AgNCs near the tip of a AgNW by 

benefiting the coffee ring effect which is a troublesome phenomenon occurring in printing. 

In this method, we first coupled a AgNW to the tip of a tapered optical fiber and glued it 

with a rapid-setting epoxy. After that, AgNCs functionalized with self-assembly 

monolayers (SAMs) as Raman indicators in ethanol was added to a drop of water on 

PDMS. Here, we used 4-aminothiophenol (4-ATP) and 4-mercaptobezoic acid (4-MBA) 

as the Raman indicators. AgNCs aggregated on the interface between air and water + 

ethanol near the PDMS substrate could be observed as shown in Figure 3.3.  
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The aggregation of AgNCs appears only in water or water-ethanol mixture but not in pure 

ethanol (Figure 3.4). This phenomenon results mainly from capillary flow due to the 

different evaporation rate across the surface of drop while the drop is being dried and its 

contact line is pinned18. Water on the edge has a higher evaporation flux than that on the 

top because the water molecules on the interface near the edge have a large contact area 

with air. Therefore, outward flow occurring in the droplet drags the dispersed particles 

towards the pinned contact line. This coffee ring effect is prevailing especially in water 

because Marangoni stress, recirculating flow driven by temperature gradient, is 

significantly suppressed due to surfactant contaminants19-20. Ethanol, on the contrary, has 

 
Figure 3.3.  Chemical-linker-free fabrication of the APN endoscope. (a), Schematic 
illustration fabrication set-up. (b), Optical microscope image (top-view) of the 
fabrication set-up. Inset on the lower left (dashed orange box) is the SEM image of the 
tip of the APN endoscope showing AgNCs attached to the tip of the AgNW. Insets on 
the right are optical images of the emission pattern at the AgNW tip obtained before 
(top) and after (bottom) the attachment of AgNCs. (c), Schematic illustration describing 
the mechanism of the chemical-linker-free attachment of AgNCs to the tip of the AgNW. 
(i)  
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a low contact angle with PDMS. Thus, the capillary flow in ethanol will not be as fast as 

that in water due to the small deviation of the evaporation flux between top and edge of the 

drop. Not severe but still considerable Marangoni flow in ethanol will also continuously 

moves the particles back toward the droplet center.  

We approached and immersed only the tip of a AgNW coupled to a tapered optical fiber in 

the AgNC aggregated area using a triple-axis manipulator. When a AgNW tip touches the 

surface of the AgNC suspension solution, the solution including some AgNCs climbs up 

along the AgNW due to the hydrophilic surface of the AgNW. Other than attachment of 

 
Figure 3.4. AgNC self-assembly at the PDMS-liquid–air interface. (a), A schematic 
illustration of an ethanol droplet containing AgNCs on a PDMS substrate. (b-c), Dark 
field optical images of the PDMS-liquid-air interface of an ethanol droplet containing 
AgNCs functionalized with 4-ATP (b) and 4-MBA (c). In both cases, the AgNC 
aggregation at the interface is not obvious due to the low surface tension of the solvent. 
(d), A schematic illustration of a mixed solvent (50% H

2
O in EtOH) droplet containing 

AgNCs on a PDMS substrate. (b-c), Dark field optical images of the PDMS-liquid-air 
interface of a mixed solvent (50% H

2
O in EtOH) droplet containing AgNCs 

functionalized with 4-ATP (e) and 4-MBA (f). and air/ethanol+water/PDMS (e and f). 
(d-f), The schematic and dark field optical images of the PDMS-H

2
O/ethanol-air 

interface.  
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AgNCs from the solid substrate, a low binding energy between AgNCs and flexible 

movement of the AgNC aggregates in the solution allow the attachment of the AgNCs 

without any physical damage to the AgNW. By anchoring the AgNCs in Brownian motion 

to the PDMS substrate, the concentration of AgNCs used for the attachment could have 

been maintained nearly same regardless of the AgNC suspension density or vaporization 

of the solution during the attachment process because we only use the outermost AgNCs 

of the aggregates on the boundary.  

The target molecule indicators in our probe are located only on the surface of AgNCs so 

that Raman spectra of the indicators represent the concentration of the target molecules 

only near the AgNCs. We consistently could have achieved attachment of a few AgNCs 

within the range of 500nm from the AgNW tip using this method demonstrating that the 

detection volume of our optical sensor is femtoliter-scale. 

In the process of AgNC attachment, we also sent a laser through the optical fiber to the tip 

of the AgNW to accelerate the evaporation of the solution due to the laser induced heating 

near the AgNW tip while pulling the AgNW out (Figure 3.4c). Here, there is the reason 

for the usage of ethanol-water binary mixture rather than pure water for the attachment of 

AgNCs. The ethanol-water binary mixture has a lower surface energy than pure water has. 

Therefore, the vapor pressure of the mixture is also lower than pure water. Heat induced 

by the laser can accelerate the evaporation of the solution and facilitate the attachment of 

AgNCs to the tip of AgNW. Sudden change of the radiation pattern at the tip of AgNW 

can be exploited for the indication of the attachment of AgNCs. Figure 3.5b(ii) shows that 

a new scattering spot appears at the upper part of the circular radiation pattern which did 
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not exist prior to the immersion. The change of radiation pattern at the tip of AgNW is 

usually observed within immersing it 5 times. The radiation pattern changes enable us not 

only to confirm the attachment of AgNCs but also to estimate the number of AgNC 

qualitatively and their location at the tip of AgNW with instant Raman scattering 

measurement (Figure 3.5). As a target molecule for Raman spectroscopy, we 

functionalized AgNCs with 4-ATP prior to the attachment of AgNCs at the tip of a AgNW. 

A weak laser output power lower than 3µW was used to avoid any laser-induced melting 

of AgNCs. Therefore, the signal intensity is not high enough to see all distinct peaks of 4-

ATP but it is clear enough to confirm the attachment of AgNCs and obvious that the signal 

intensity is proportional to the number of AgNCs. This laser power can be increased up to 

 

 
Figure 3.5. Schematic illustration of in situ, instant and simultaneous verification of 
AgNC attachment at the tip of a AgNW. (a), Optical images of the emission pattern at 
the tip of AgNW before and after attachment of AgNCs. (b), Measured Raman spectra 
of SAM on AgNCs attached to the tip of AgNW corresponding to the emission pattern 
changes in (a).  
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around 10 µW in air and even higher value than 50 µW in a liquid solution that has a high 

heat capacity such as water. Clear and strong Raman spectrum with a higher laser output 

power in air and water were shown in Figure 3.6. Those in situ measurements of radiation 

pattern and Raman scattering can be achieved simultaneously and instantly after the 

attachment of AgNCs which lead to an increase in the reliability of the probe fabrication 

significantly. 

 

3.4. Enhancement	 of	 Raman	 scattering	 intensity	 by	 integration	 of	 AgNCs	 to	

AgNW.	

Figure 3.7 compares the Raman scattering of 4-MBA obtained using a AgNW probe with 

and without AgNCs on the surface, where a SAM of 4-MBA was coated on the surface of 

the AgNCs and AgNWs as a Raman indicator. Despite the large number of 4-MBA 

molecules on the surface of the AgNW relative to the surface of the AgNCs due to its larger 

surface area, the Raman scattering intensity from the AgNW with AgNCs exhibits a 

stronger signal intensity as shown in Figure 3.7b. These results indicate the localization of 

 
Figure 3.6. Raman spectra of 4-ATP SAM on AgNCs at the tip of AgNW. (a) Measured 
spectrum in air with a minimum laser output power of <3;16to confirm the AgNCs 
attachment at the tip of AgNW and (b) a maximum laser output power of ~10µW that 
the AgNCs can withstand without melting. (c) Measured spectrum in water with a laser 
output power of >50µW. 
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a strong electric field around the AgNCs leading to a significant enhancement of the Raman 

scattering of 4-MBA.   

Due to the difficulties in achieving the same surface area coverage with a SAM of a given 

target molecule, qualitative enhancement of the Raman scattering contributed by AgNCs 

was demonstrated through the experiment. 

For the quantitative analysis of the enhancement, we simulated the electric field 

distributions near the AgNCs at the tip of AgNW and compared them to a bare AgNW 

(Figure 3.8). The largest electric field enhancement was observed with Edge-Edge oriented 

dimer AgNCs with an electric field enhancemet factor larger than 1645 and 1526 relative 

to the incident field value calculated without any nanostructures. With dimer AgNCs at the 

tip of a AgNW, the Raman scattering magnitude can be enhanced by at least 8 orders of 

magnitude and as high as 12 orders of magnitude with Edge-Edge oriented dimers, thereby 

 
Figure 3.7. Raman spectra enhancement of 4-MBA due to the LSPR between AgNCs. 
(i) Raman spectrum of 4-MBA SAM on AgNCs at the tip of a AgNW. (ii) Raman 
spectrum of 4-MBA SAM on a AgNW without AgNCs.  
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exceeding the enhancement factor for single molecule detection (Figure 3.9 b)21. For living 

cell endoscopy, minimizing photo damage to living cells is an important factor to consider. 

For a bare AgNW however, long exposure times or a large laser input power are usually 

  
Figure 3.8. Enhancement of electric field attributed by AgNC attachment. (a) 
Geometries of the probes in the simulations and (b and c) their localized electric field 
distribution near the AgNCs excited by two lowest propagating surface plasmon modes. 
(i) Bare AgNW, (ii) Single AgNC at the tip of a AgNW. (iii-vi) AgNC dimers aligned in 
different orientations: Face-Face(FF)aligned in the direction of AgNW(iii) and 
perpendicular to AgNW direction(iv), (v) Face-Edge(FE) and (vi) Edge-Edge(EE) 
aligned in the direction of AgNW. The electric field distributions were taken on the 
plane 1nm distant from the edge of AgNC except (iv) which was taken at the edge of 
the AgNCs to show electric fields both in the gap and at the corners. The maximum 
electric field for the 1st order mode in (iii) and (vi) were not located in the gap but the 
outside corners and they are shown  in the insets in (b iii) and (b vi). 
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required to collect enough Raman scattering due to its low electric field enhancement. By 

attaching a AgNC monolayer at the tip of a AgNW, most of the electric field is confined 

near the AgNCs and can be exploited for the excitation of the indicator of the target 

molecules due to its extraordinary excitation efficiency. As a result, we have achieved not 

only a highly sensitive endoscopy probe, but also a technique to lower photo-damage 

within living cells. 

As previously mentioned, the top priority of preforming a live cell endoscopy is the intact 

analysis of intracellular processes while minimizing perturbations caused by the physical 

insertion of the endoscopy probe or by the incident light. Excitation of the E-field in the 

AgNC gaps via the nanowire waveguide has the advantage of inducing lower photo damage 

to the cell membrane while minimizing perturbations of cellular processes caused by the 

 
 
Figure 3.9. Electric field enhancement and Raman intensity due to AgNC attachment. 
(i): Bare AgNW (ii): Single AgNC at the tip of a AgNW (iii-vi): Dimer AgNCs in 
different orientations: Face-Face (FF) aligned in the direction of AgNW (iii) and 
perpendicular to AgNW direction(iv), Face-Edge (FE) (v), and Edge-Edge (EE) (vi) 
aligned in the direction of AgNW. &

0
 is the electric field value calculated in the absence 

of AgNC and AgNW. The geometries of the AgNW and AgNCs at the tip of AgNW are 
shown in Figure S2(a). 
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incident laser beam than a far-field focused laser beam does. The large insertion volume of 

the probe however, may lead to serious damage or perturbations within the living cells. 

Although it was demonstrated that AgNC attached at the tip of the nanowire waveguide 

resulted in an exception al enhancement of Raman signal, the subsequent increase in 

volume of the nanowire waveguide is an inevitable consequence. An advantage of the 

AgNW nanowire waveguide is that the reduction of the nanowire diameter is available to 

compensate for the volume me increase of the waveguide due to the attachment of the 

AgNCs, which is an insurmountable problem to overcome with a dielectric nanowire due 

to the diffraction limit. Diverse nanowires with a high refractive index have been used in 

other groups to guide the light into live cells. Despite SnO2 having the highest mode 

index(n=2.0)22 among them, light still cannot be confined in and guided along the nanowire 

efficiently due to the high refractive index of water when using the diameters that cell 

viability and membrane integrity were experimentally tested and proven to be safe. On the 

other hand, the guidance of light as SPPs using a AgNW does not suffer from this 

diffraction limit, and therefore reduction of the waveguide volume could have been 

successfully achieved (Figure 3.10).  

	

3.5. Measurement of pH in a living cell.	

3.5.1 pH calibration curve 

Using AgNC antenna coupled plasmonic AgNW probe, we measured the pH inside of a 

living Hela cell. 4-MBA is a well-known pH sensitive indicator for SERS23-25 and has two 

pH sensitive Raman modes at around 1390cm-1 and 1720 cm−1 which are assigned to a 
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stretching of COO− and C=O respectively. By comparing the pH sensitive modes with 

those of the aromatic ring breathing modes that are not sensitive to the pH change, pH 

calibration curves can be obtained. The non pH sensitive aromatic ring breathing modes 

are assigned at around 1100 and 1590 cm−1. Here, we chose the two peaks at 1390cm-1 and 

1590 cm−1 as a sensitive modes and non-sensitive modes to pH change respectively due to 

their strong intensities. Figure 3.11 shows the pH calibration curve we obtained by taking 

the ratio of the peak intensity at 1390cm-1/1590cm-1. As pH of the media increases, the 

intensity of Raman modes at 1390cm-1 increases due to the deprotonation of the COOH 

while the aromatic breathing modes at 1590 cm−1 remain the same. Figure 3.11(b) was 

plotted with the relative ratio of 1390 cm-1/1590 cm-1 at different pH values. Our pH curve 

is placed in higher intensity ratios than those used for SERS in the other reports. This is 

 
 

Figure 3.10. Two-dimensional projection of the modes excited by a highest effective 
mode index propagating along nanowire waveguides in water. SnO

2
 NW with diameters 

of 120nm(a) and 180nm(b). AgNW with the diameter of 120nm(c) and 180nm(d). 
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because their metallic cluster is not composed of a few but a great number of metallic 

particles. Therefore, the proton is not easily accessible to the 4-MBA located in the deep 

inside of the metallic cluster. A large proportion of 4-MBA remains without deprotonation 

and leads to low intensity of the mode at 1390 cm-1. The high accessibility to target 

molecules of our endoscopy probe is also a promising feature as a sensor because the 

indicators can be saturated with the target molecule shortly. Based on this calibration curve, 

the pH in a Hela cell was measured. In order for this to occur, the cell was first incubated 

for 24 hours. To minimize any noise from the cell culture medium (Dulbecco’s modified 

eagle medium, DMEM), the medium was exchanged with phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS). Prior to that, the cell was washed with PBS five times to minimize the residual of 

the cell culture medium. First, Raman scattering of 4-MBA in the PBS solution in a glass-

bottom petri-dish with Hela cells were measured using our ACPNE probe. ACPNE is an 

abbreviated name of antenna coupled plasmonic nanowire endoscopy that were made of 

 
Figure 3.11. pH calibration curve (a) SERS spectra of MBA at different pH values from 
3 to 10. (b) pH calibration curve obtained from (a) by taking the band ratio of I

1390cm-

1
/I

1590cm-1. 
Each data point was measured 3 times repeatedly and averaged.  
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AgNCs functionalized with 4-MBA at the tip of a AgNW coupled to optical fiber. Using a 

triple-axis micromanipulator, the probe was inserted into the cytoplasm of a Hela cell and 

Raman scattering of 4-MBA was measured with 30 mins exposure time. The probe was 

then retracted from the cell and the Raman scattering of 4-MBA was measured again. More 

details about the experimental condition are described in the experiment section. Figure 

3.12 shows that bright field optical microscope images taken during the experiment. The 

 
 
Figure 3.12. Measurement of pH in HeLa cell. Bright field optical microscope images 
before (a) and after (b) insertion of the ACPNE probe into the cytoplasm of a Hela cell. 
(c) Comparison of SERS spectra of 4-MBA inside and outside of Hela cell. (d) Band 
ratio (I1390cm-1/I1590cm-1) in a HeLa cell and its corresponding pH value calculated from 
pH calibration curve in Figure 3.11(b). 
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illumination spot at the tip of AgNW shows that the most of the laser input power was used 

to excite Raman scattering of 4-MBA resulting in the minimum photo-damage to the cell. 

The Raman spectra of 4-MBA in the cell and PBS solution are shown in Figure 3.12c. A 

slight variation of the peak intensity at 1390 cm-1 was confirmed. Figure 3.12d shows the 

intensity ratios of 1390 cm-1/1590 cm-1 during the insertion of our probe into the cell and 

their corresponding pH values based on the calibration curve. The increase of pH to 7.57 

was observed after the insertion of the probe into the cytoplasm of a Hela cell. This pH 

value is a 0.2 ~ 0.3 difference from that reported in a previous study (pH : ~7.35)26. We 

believe that the deviation of the pH values may come from the different measurement 

volume. The Raman indicator of 4-MBA in our probe only exists on the surface of AgNCs 

which measures the concentration of protons in femto-volume whereas the previous study 

measured the pH of entire cytoplasm of a Hela cell. The decrease of the pH after the probe 

retracted from the cell indicates the capability of reversible endoscopy sensing.  

 

3.6. Cytotoxicity test of ACPNE	

Using	a	ACPNE	probe	composed	of	AgNCs	and	a	AgNW,	the	capability	of	pH	measurement	in	

a	Hela	cell	was	successfully	demonstrated.	However,	 it	has	been	recently	reported	that	Ag	

nanostructure	 materials	 are	 toxic	 towards	 human	 cells.	 The	 toxic	 effect	 of	 the	 Ag	

nanomaterials	 is	 attributed	 by	 the	 release	 of	 Ag	 ions	 from	 the	 nanomaterials	 27-29.	 The	

released	Ag	ions	can	interact	with	various	biomolecules	and	affect	the	function	of	metabolites	

in	cells	30-33.	Here,	we	investigated	the	cytotoxicity	of	our	probe	due	to	not	only	the	physical	

damage	or	photo	damage	but	also	the	toxic	effect	of	the	AgNCs	and	a	AgNW	during	the	optical	

sensing.	For	the	cytotoxicity	of	our	probe,	Hela cells were cultured in a DMEM with a 10% 
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FBS in a 35mm petri-dish with grids (Ibidi) under a humidified air containing 5% CO2 at 

37°C for 24 h. Under the microscope, an ACPNE was inserted into the cytoplasm of 

randomly chosen Hela cells for 1 min. The bright field images of the cells including the 

surrounding area for references were taken and their locations were recorded using a black-

illuminated CCD camera (Zyla 5.5, Andor, Belfast, UK) as shown in Figure S6a. The cell 

cytotoxicity of the laser irradiation was also investigated by inserting an ACPNE into 

randomly chosen Hela cells with 10µW laser output power (λ=532nm). After the cells were 

incubated at 37°C for 12 h again, the cell culture medium was removed and washed with 

DMEM without FBS two times. 2µM Calcein red-orange AM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

in DMEM was added to the petri-dish and it was incubated at 37 °C for 30 mins in the 

presence of 5% CO2. Calcein AM is a non-fluorescent and hydrophilic molecules and can 

permeates live cells. Once the calcein AM is hydrolyzed by intercellular esterase, a strongly 

fluorescent calcein is produced and retained inside of the cell cytoplasm. Using the calcein 

AM marker, the verification of the cell viability is available by checking the fluorescence 

of calcein since the hydrolysis of calcein AM happens only inside of living cells. After 

staining the cells with the calcein, it was then washed with pure DMEM three times. Bright 

filed and fluorescent images of the cells were taken with their surrounding areas. In Figure 

3.13, the cells that our probe was inserted into was split into two after 12 h incubation time 

and this split indicates that the cells are alive. The fluorescence image in Figure S6c clearly 

confirms that the split both cells are in good health. Statistical analysis of cell viability tests 

were performed following the same procedure above (Table 3.1). The influence of the 
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local illumination on the cell viability was also investigated in the analysis by sending a 

30mW laser through the optical fiber (~10 µW output laser power). 

The statistical analysis result of the cell viability test shows that all cells survived after the 

insertion of our probe and local illumination of the light. This result elucidates in a 

roundabout way that the release of silver ions from our probe is not considerable enough 

to damage the cell due to the small surface area exposed to the cell directly and short period 

of the exposure time.  

Cell membrane integrity test during insertion of our probe was also investigated. In order 

for that, Hela cells were cultured in a DMEM with a 10% FBS in a 35mm petri-dish with 

grids (Ibidi) under a humidified air containing 5% CO2 at 37°C for 24 h. Under the 

microscope, an ACPNE was inserted into the cytoplasm of randomly chosen Hela cells for 

 
Figure 3.13. Cytotoxicity of ACPNE probe during insertion and illumination in a single 
living HeLa cell. (a) Bright-field image of Hela cell on a petri-dish with grid. The upper 
inset in (a) shows the ACPNE probe into the cytoplasm of a Hela cell. (b and c) Bright-
field and fluorescence image of the cells stained with Calcein orange-red AM 12hrs 
after the insertion of ACPNE probe.  

(a) (b) (c)
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1 min. The bright field images of the cells including the surrounding area for references 

were taken and their locations were recorded using a black-illuminated CCD camera (Zyla 

5.5, Andor, Belfast, UK) as shown in Figure S6a. The cell cytotoxicity of the laser 

irradiation was conducted by inserting an ACPNE into randomly chosen Hela cells with 

10µW laser output power (λ=532nm). After the cells were incubated at 37°C for 12 h again, 

the cell culture medium was removed and washed with DMEM without FBS two times. 

2µM Calcein red-orange AM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in DMEM was added to the petri-

dish and it was incubated at 37 °C for 30 mins in the presence of 5% CO2. Calcein AM is 

a non-fluorescent and hydrophilic molecules and can permeates live cells. Onc e the calcein 

AM is hydrolyzed by intercellular esterase, a strongly fluorescent calcein is produced and 

retained inside of the cell cytoplasm. Using the calcein AM marker, the verification of the 

cell viability is available by checking the fluorescence of calcein since the hydrolysis of 

calcein AM happens only inside of living cells. After staining the cells with the calcein, it 

was then washed with pure DMEM three times. Bright filed and fluorescent images of the 

cells were taken with their surrounding areas. In Figure 3.5Sb, the cells that our probe was 

inserted into was split into two after 12 h incubation time and this split indicates that the 

cells are alive. The fluorescence image in Figure S6c clearly confirms that the split both 

Table 3.1. Statistics of cell viability rate after the SERS probe insertion for 1 min. 
 

 

Insertion duration (min) Cell viability rate

Without laser 1 100% (10/10)

With laser 1 100% (5/5)
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cells are in good health. Statistical analysis of cell viability tests was performed following 

the same procedure above (Table 3.1). The influence of the local illumination on the cell 

viability was also investigated in the analysis by sending a 30mW laser through the optical 

fiber (~10 µW output laser power). 

 

3.7. 	Membrane	integrity	test	

The fluorescence image of the cell stained with calcein was monitored in real time while 

an ACPNE was inserted and retracted to test the membrane integrity of the Hela cell. The 

Hela cells were cultured and stained following the procedure described in the previous 

section. The fluorescence image of the cell was taken with a surrounding area prior to the 

insertion of an ACPNE. Then the nanowire was slowly inserted into a cytoplasm of a Hela 

cell. After 1 min, the nanowire was retracted, and its fluorescence image was taken again.  

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.14. Cell membrane integrity test during insertion of ACPNE probe. (a) Bright-
field image of the ACPNE probe inserted into the cytoplasm of a Hela cell. Fluorescence 
images of the cells stained with Calcein orange-red AM before (b) and after (d) the 
insertion of ACPNE probe.   

(a) (b) (c)
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3.8. Conclusion 

Using a ACPNE probe composed of AgNCs and a AgNW, the capability of pH 

measurement in a Hela cell was successfully demonstrated. However, it has been recently 

reported that Ag nanostructure materials are toxic towards human cells. The toxic effect of 

the Ag nanomaterials is attributed by the release of Ag ions from the nanomaterials 27-29. 

The released Ag ions can interact with various biomolecules and affect the function of 

metabolites in cells 30-33. Here, we investigated the cytotoxicity of our probe due to not only 

the physical damage or photo damage but also the toxic effect of the AgNCs and a AgNW 

during the optical sensing (See supporting information). The statistical analysis result of 

the cell viability test shows that all cells survived after the insertion of our probe and local 

illumination of the light. This result elucidates in a roundabout way that the release of silver 

ions from our probe is not considerable enough to damage the cell due to the small surface 

area exposed to the cell directly and short period of the exposure time. 
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Chapter 4   

Plasmonic NW waveguide for near-field imaging 

4.1. Near fields 

Optical microscopy is an imaging method that uses visible light as an illuminating source 

to observe specimen under high magnification. It is by far the most widely used imaging 

technique, especially for material/device characterizations and biology because it is fast, 

easy to use, compact, and for its versatility. Optical microscopy offers a broad spectrum of 

contrast mechanisms which include the transmission, reflection, fluorescence, Rayleigh 

and Raman scattering, electronic information, micro and macrostructure of the specimen, 

and chemical fingerprints. It is also non-invasive and thus can work both in air and liquid. 

It requires minimal sample preparation; which is especially important for biological 

imaging.  

However, the most significant limitation of optical microscopy is its spatial resolution.  The 

optical spatial resolution is defined by the diffraction limit, which can be estimated by the 

Rayleigh Criterion (Eq. (1)).  

D = 1.220 '
()*+)(-)

                                                          (1) 

 Here, D is the distance that two adjacent points can be resolved. λ is the wavelength of the 

light, / is the refractive index of the medium between the objective lens and specimen, and 

θ is the half-angle of the angular aperture1-2. The highest spatial resolution that can be 

achieved with the shortest wavelength of visible light (λ = 400nm) is about 200 nm. This 
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resolution limitation motivated the development of Near-field Scanning Optical 

Microscopy (NSOM)  

In 1928, Synge brought a new idea with the optical microscope that can break the 

diffraction limit by passing light through an aperture whose dimension was much smaller 

than the wavelength, and by placing the specimen in the proximity of the aperture3. This 

new idea became the foundation of the modern-day NSOM. Here, the highly spatially 

confined wave near the aperture (d 	≪ λ)  is called “near field.”  Angular spectrum 

representation can understand the wave propagation. The electric field in a plane (z=const.) 

can be expressed in the form of exp	(9:; − 9=>) with amplitudes?@ABC, BE, z = 0G. Then, 

the time harmonic wave equation can be expressed as follows 

H(I, J, K) = ∬ ?@(BC, BE, z)eMN(OPQROST)e±NOVWXBCXBE
Y
MY                      (2) 

where the wave vector k is defined by |:| = [BC( + BE( + BW( = 2]//_. Considering a 

polarized wave in x-z plane in air (n=1) for the simplicity, the equation (2) can be simplified 

to|BW| = `2]( _(a − BC
(.  Here, the ±	sign	in	the	e±NOVW represents the propagation of the 

wave in positive and negative z direction. If  BC ≤ 	2]
_a , BW becomes real and the wave 

propagates in z direction with an oscillation of	eMNOVW. However, BW becomes complex if	BC 

≥ 	2]
_a , and the term eM|OV|W accounts for exponential decay of the fields in z direction. 

As a results, only the wavevectors with BC ≤ 	2]
_a  can propagate long distance, while the 

wave with BC  > 	2]
_a  become evanescent and exists only near the light source4. By 
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placing the aperture adjacent to the specimen, the evanescent wave can be utilized, and 

high frequency spatial resolution can be obtained.   

 

4.1.1. Aperture mode near-field optical microscopy (Aperture-NSOM). 

 The optical microscopy with the probe terminated by the aperture is called Aperture Mode 

Optical Microscopy. The probe can be fabricated by pulling or etching the tapering optical 

fibers. Then, the tip of the optical fiber is coated with a variety of metal substances. Light 

coupled to the optical fiber passes through the aperture with the dimensions much smaller 

than the wavelength and with higher spatial resolution than the diffraction limit that could 

be obtained by placing the probe or detector closely to the specimen as shown in Figure 

4.1(a). The diameter of the aperture determines its spatial resolution, which ranges from 10 

nm to 100 nm5. Since the light comes only from the tip of the optical fiber, images with 

high contrast can be obtained. However, the 10-5 ~ -6 throughput loss of the laser after 

passing through the small aperture reduces the scanning speed significantly6-7. 

 

4.1.2. Apertureless mode near-field optical microscopy (Apertureless-NSOM). 

 Apertureless mode utilizes a sharp metal tip as a local excitation resonator as shown in 

Figure 4.1(b). The laser beam focused on the metal tip induces a strong, locally enhanced 

field at its apex. Therefore, the spatial resolution and the signal enhancement are 

determined by the sharpness of the tip. The apertureless-NSOM can reach a much higher 

spatial resolution ranging from a few to 20 nm, which is higher than the aperture-NSOM5. 

Since external illuminations are used to create the local field, it has the significantly high 
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background. Using a tapping mode AFM, the high background can be suppressed by 

demodulating the optical signal with lock-in detection technique at the fundamental or 

higher harmonics of the tapping mode frequency8. However, it is still not suitable for 

fluorescence measurements because photobleaching readily occurs due to the intense 

external illumination. 

 

 

4.2. Adiabatic nanofocusing of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) 

It is clear that substantial interferences with a far-field background for apetureless NSOM 

and low throughput for aperture NSOM are the challenges need to be overcome. In the last 

decade, there have been significant efforts to improve the constraints of each NSOM modes. 

An intuitive idea to reduce the background noise of apertureless NSOM is remote 

excitation employing grating-coupling of SPP modes9. With axial polarized far-field 

excitation, radially symmetric SPP mode radiation at the apex of the probe could have been 

accomplished.  

Figure 4.1. Schematic illumination of (a) aperture-NSOM and (b) apertureless-NSOM.  
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Although it showed a remarkable reduction of the background noise and excitation 

efficiency compared to the conventional apertureless NSOM, many issues must be 

addressed to be commonly used.  First, selective excitation condition of the fundamental 

TM mode (m=0) must be addressed even though the conical tip can act as an effective 

mode filter. The other higher order mode excited together with the fundamental mode may 

radiate at the cutoff cone radius and therefore increase the background noise.  Second, the 

inefficient grating coupling can still produce a substantial scattering and result in a lower 

contrast of the spectra. Third, considerable propagation loss occurs during the delivery of 

the light to the deep subwavelength dimensions using nanotips due to either the long 

distance between the grating and the apex of the probe. Especially, the probe fabricated by 

top-down method produces a considerable scattering loss of the SPP. Also, the fabrication 

method of the probe with grating is expensive and requires a complicating semi-conducting 

process. Last but not least, broadband nanofocusing relying on the grating is 

experimentally challenging.  

Although the apertureless NSOM including the nanofocusing probe with grating now 

provides highest spatial optical resolution, the fiber-based aperture NSOM still has a high 

potential regarding contrast of the spectral signal. Also, the fiber-based aperture NSOM 

has exceptional merit that complicated optical alignment may not be necessary if the 

throughput is high. Recently, there have been a few reports that introduced new fiber based 

aperture NSOM probes with an efficient light delivery from the fiber to the metal apex10-

12. Unfortunately, the transmission of the probes from the optical fiber to the metal tip is 
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still significantly low due to a substantial reflection in the coupling points and scattering 

and absorption losses originated from top-down grown Au tips.  

 

4.2.1. Adiabatic plasmonic nanofocusing from the optical fiber to a AgNW  

In this work, we introduce and experimentally demonstrate a fully integrated fiber-based 

NSOM probe using a sharp metal NW based on “genuine” broadband adiabatic plasmonic 

nanofocusing and alignment-free fiber-in-fiber-out platform. Here, the adiabatic means no 

energy loss in the process of focusing light at the nanoscale. The adiabatic nanofocusing 

of the light was realized by placing a chemically synthesized AgNW at a tapered optical 

fiber (See Figure 4.2). After fully understanding the coupling mechanism and optimization, 

selective excitation of the fundamental mode with a high transmission could be 

accomplished. The adiabatic plasmonic nacnofocusing allows for not only high 

	
Figure	4.2.	SEM	images	of	the	plasmonic	NW	NSOM	probe.	(a)	SEM	images	of		Au	
coated	tapered	optical	fiber	with	a	AgNW	at	the	tip	of	the	optical	fiber.	(b)	Zoomed-
in	image	of	(a).	(c)	High	magnification	image	of	the	plasmonic	NW	NSOM	probe	tip.		
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transmission but also Raman signal collection through the same light path, for the 

excitation. These excitation and collection configurations do not require optical 

components used for focusing light nor a very careful tedious optical system alignment. 

This new probe design also allows for higher device reliability due to a simple probe 

preparation method, which is another major limitation for conventional adiabatic 

nanofocusing NSOM probes. 

 

4.2.2. Minimization of losses in the process of adiabatic nanofocusing. 

The propagation loss in metallic NWs arises from Joule heating as SPs which is essentially 

an electrons oscillation wave, which propagates along the waveguide. Therefore, to 

overcome this issue, Ag, which has the lowest intrinsic ohmic loss of all metals in the 

visible frequency range, is the natural material choice for this project. However, 

experimentally obtained losses always deviate from predicted losses accounted for through 

the relative permittivity of the metal.  The difference is originated from the imperfections 

of the samples such as low crystallinity, rough surface, and impurities, etc. To limit the 

scattering loss from grain boundaries, structural defects, and surface roughness, the AgNW 

synthesized via polyol-mediated reduction of AgNO3 in the presence of 

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) is the ideal choice. These AgNWs have been demonstrated to 

have a more remarkably lower propagation loss than their lithographically defined 

counterparts13. Such low ohmic loss arises from (1) the single crystalline nature, (2) 

chemical homogeneity or low impurity level, and (3) atomically smooth surfaces. All of 

these mentioned factors effectively reduce the electron scattering during the collective 
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electron oscillations in the plasmonic waveguide. For the application of the AgNW 

waveguide for the NSOM probe, the tip shape of the AgNW must be considered. Figure 

4.3 shows the calculated Raman resolution as a function of the tip curvature.  

Sharp AgNW must be prepared to increase the spatial resolution of the near field imaging. 

Then, oxidative etching must be prevented during the synthesis and storage. Figure 4.3a 

shows the rounded AgNW tip after the oxidative etching. This etching process can be 

prevented by synthesizing and purified the NWs in the deoxygenated solution. Figure 4.3b 

shows the tip shape of AgNWs synthesized in the deoxygenated environment.  

 

4.2.3. Selective excitation of the fundamental mode with a high coupling efficiency 

	
Figure	4.3.	Raman	resolution	as	 function	of	 tip	curvature	(a)	SEM	image	of	AgNW	
with	rounded	tip	shape	(b)	SEM	image	of	AgNW	with	sharp	tip.	(c)	Calculated	lEl4	as	
function	of	tip	curvature	(d)	Raman	resolution	as	function	of	tip	curvature. 
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To utilize the sharp tip of the AgNW, delivery of the SPP to the apex of the NW tip is 

required. Hence, fundamental mode which does not experience cut off on the corner of the 

NW tip must be dominantly excited for the high spatial resolution (Figure 4.4). Finding 

optimum light coupling from optical to the AgNW regarding not only the coupling 

efficiency but also weight of the mode needs to be considered. The adiabatic nanofocusing 

light from the optical fiber to AgNW is dependent on taper angle and NW diameter, the 

polarization of the incident light. In the tapered region of the optical fiber, the light coupling 

from the optical fiber to AgNW occurs when the reduced effective mode index of the mode 

in the optical fiber matches with the one of SPP in AgNW. As the taper angle becomes 

lower, it is predictable that it provides a longer time for the energy of the mode 

 
Figure 4.4. E-field distribution at the tip of AgNWs excited with m=0 (a) and m=1 
(b) mode at 532nm. 
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in optical fiber waveguide to transfer to the SPP in AgNW waveguide while the mode 

match length is short for the large taper angle. Therefore, smaller taper angle is prefered to 

obtain high light coupling. Figure 4.5 shows the dependency of the calculated transmission 

as a function of the taper angle. The results show that the transmission decrease with the 

increase of the taper angle.  

Vibrational motion of our plasmonic NSOM probe due to the external perturbation limits 

the spatial resolution of both STM and Raman images. However, lowering the taper angle 

to obtain high coupling efficiency does not always work. Therefore, the displacement of 

our waveguide by the external perturbation need to be considered. The Young’s modulus 

of AgNW and optical fiber are 160 GPa and ~70 GPa respectively14-17.  Considering 

Young’s modulus, it can be assumed that the displacement of the probe relies on the tapered 

optical fiber dominantly. In addition, Ma et al. demonstrated  AFM images with a high 

spatial resolution using AgNW mounted AFM tips which indicates that the displacement 

of the AgNW is not significant18. Consequently, numerical simulations using Comsol 

 
Figure 4.5. Dependency of taper angle on the displacement, transmission, and weight of 
modes of the plasmonic NW NSOM probe. (a) Calculated displacement as function of 
optical fiber taper angle with a certain shear force applied along the optical fiber. 
Calculated transmission (b) and weight of modes (c) as function of taper angle with a 
200nm AgNW for 532nm excitation wavelength. 
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Multiphysics was conducted to calculate the relative displacement of the optical fiber as a 

function of the taper angle. The simulation result show that a significant reduction of the 

displacement was observed after the taper angle becomes larger than 6°. This taper angle 

also satisfies both a high transmission and high weight of the fundamental mode with a 

AgNW (200nm in diameter). Based on the simulation results, optical fibers with taper angle 

6° were used to scan and obtain Raman spectra of samples for all the following 

experimental results.  

Another important parameter that determines the coupling efficiency is NW diameter. The 

AgNW with different NW diameter supports SPP with a different effective mode index. 

The different mode index results in a different propagation loss, different mode coupling 

between two waveguides due to the propagation constant difference (Δβ = jklmn − jop  ) 

which is also related to the coupling coefficient. Therefore, finding the optimal NW 

diameter ranges must be fulfilled. Besides the coupling efficiency, selective excitation of 

the fundamental mode is necessary to deliver the light to the apex of the silver NW without 

any scattering loss at the tip corner. The far-field radiation of the fundamental mode at the 

tip of the AgNW has a ring pattern with a radially polarization while that of the second 

order mode (m=1) has a dot pattern with a linear polarization. In addition, the ring pattern 

of the fundamental mode radiates with a larger angle compared to the second order mode. 

This difference can be more clearly distinguished in k-space. Thus, we acquired the both 

real space and k-space images of far-field radiation from AgNW tips and their polarizations 

were analyzed to further confirm the mode number (see Figure 4.6). With the p polarized 

incident light, ring like pattern is observed from the far-field radiation at the tip of AgNW. 
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The ring like pattern in real space is associated with a large ring (large	Bq) in k-space 

compared to s polarization of the incident light. On the other hand, s polarized incident 

light only can excite second order mode and produce only a dot radiation pattern at the tip 

of AgNW. In k-space image, a circular shape pattern in the center is dominantly shown 

which has a low	Bq. To confirm the ring patterns and circular shape patterns in the center 

are associated with the fundamental and second order modes respectively, a linear polarizer 

in front of the CCD camera was installed. Figure 4.7 shows that the ring like patterns 

excited with a p polarized incident light still exist while the circular pattern in the center 

excited by s polarized light is almost disappeared.  The results agree with the conclusion 

made with the real space images that the ring pattern is radially polarized while the circular 

pattern is linearly polarized. By comparing the relative ratio of the outer ring pattern with 

circular one in the center for the p-polarization, the weight of the modes in the AgNW were 

calculated as shown in Figure 4.8. For 532nm wavelength, 150nm is the cross point that 

the fundamental mode can dominantly excited. Based on the mode analysis results obtained 

here, the Tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) experiments were performed.  

 

4.3. Optical scanning probe design 

4.3.1. Scanning probe microscopy 

As discussed in the near field session, placing the aperture in the vicinity of the specimen 

within a few nanometer distances and movement of the scanning probe maintaining the 
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discrete distance is necessary. Therefore, an active feedback loop with a combination of 

controller, amplification, and the piezoelectric element is required. As a feedback 

parameter, atomic force microscopy employs either attractive force or repulsive interaction 

forces, and their operating modes are mainly classified into two: contact mode and non-

contact mode. In contact mode, the sample or tip is moved along an x-y grid while the tip 

is in contact with the sample. Feedback loops monitor the deflection of the cantilever, and 

the height of the samples is adjusted to restore the set-point. Contact mode, therefore, relies 

on repulsive Van der Waals force as a tip-sample interaction force. On the other hand, non-

contact mode exploits attractive Van der Waals force existing in the long distance from the 

surface of the samples. Tip oscillates at its resonant frequency in the non-contact mode and 

 
Figure 4.6. Real space and k-space images of far-field radiation from AgNW tip. (a) 
Schematic illustration of experimental setup for the acquisition of vertical far-field 
radiation pattern from AgNW tip. (b, c) Real space far-field radiation patterm from 
AgNW tip for p and s polarization of incident light. (d, e) (b, c) k-space far-field 
radiation patterm from AgNW tip for p and s polarization of incident light. The 
wavelength of the incident light is 532nm. The NW diameter is 220nm.  
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lightly or does not contact the surface during scanning the samples. Contact mode AFM 

has many advantages over non-contact modes such as fast scanning speed, higher 

resolution, and capability of friction analysis. However, the drawback here is a high lateral 

force between tip and sample can result in the damage of sample or attachment of the 

objects from samples which leads to a poor resolution of the topological image. Although 

non-contact mode does not provide a resolution as high as contact mode does, it damages 

the samples less and suffers less from the attachment of objects from samples. Due to those 

reasons, the non-contact mode AFM is more popularly and primarily used for the NSOM 

probes which needs extreme care for attachment of the objects from samples and damage 

of the probes.  

Si-cantilever is commercially available AFM probes which employees the reflected laser 

from the top side of the cantilever to monitor the tip-sample interaction 19.  However, it has 

many disadvantages that it requires an expensive optical measurement system, low 

stiffness and the requirement of large oscillation amplitude due to the low spring constant 

 

 
 
Figure 4.7. Polarization analysis of far-field radiation pattern in k-space from AgNW 
tip excited with p and s polarized light.  
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of Si cantilever results in a fragile and high cost of AFM probe. Another challenging 

difficulty of usage of Si-cantilever for NSOM probe is that the integration of optical fiber 

for the guidance of the light is not available due to the structural limitation. Fortunately, a 

nonoptical mean of monitoring the interaction between the sample and tip was developed 

for NSOM using a quartz tuning fork. This technique relies on the amplitude or phase 

change of resonant frequency of the tuning fork due to the tip-sample interactions. 

 
Figure 4.8. Weight of modes in AgNW excited with p polarized incident light for three 
different wavelengths (532, 633, and 671nm). 
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Depending on the orientation of the optical fiber attachment on the tuning fork, either 

tapping or shear force mode can be used. Most highly resolved AFM images can be 

obtained using the tip oscillating perpendicularly to the samples (Tapping mode) due to the 

lower oscillating amplitude is required to detect the variation of attractive Van der Waals 

force with the movement of the oscillating probe. The deviated phase or amplitude from 

oscillating frequency is an averaged value within the range of the movement of the 

oscillating tuning fork. When the tip is close to the surface, the repulsive force (10-9N) 

attributed by overlapping electron clouds compared to the attractive force (10-12N) 

dominates and therefore, placing the probe into proximity of the sample surface is limited. 

The decrease of the oscillating amplitude is required to lower distance between the tip and 

samples.  However, the limitation of minimizing the weight difference contributed by 

optical fiber attachment hinders from achieving the gap distance lower than 1nm.  

In 1981, scanning tunneling microscope (STM) based on quantum tunneling was firstly 

introduced by Gerd Binning and Heinrich Rohrer20. The quantum tunneling is a 

phenomenon that electrons tunnel through the vacuum or air when two electrodes are 

brought into the proximity of each other with a particular bias.  Assuming the tunneling 

current occurs at the pointed tip of the STM probe, the tunneling current exponentially 

decays with the increased tip-sample distance (z) as 

r~tuv*?pwM(OW  

where r is tunneling current, tu  is bias voltage, v* is the density of states of the sample, 

?p  is the Fermi energy level and the k is the decay coefficient given by  

k = [2mϕ
ℏ
{  
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where m is mass of the electron, ϕ is the height of the energy barrier, and ℏ is the Plank 

constant. Although the STM requires an immaculate surface of the samples and cannot be 

used on non-conductive samples, the exponential relationship between the tunneling 

current and tip-sample distance enables the achievement of a single atom imaging with a 

particular energy barrier20.  

 

4.3.2.  Optical scanning probe design of AgNW/OF 

TERS signals are proportional to the decrease of the tip-sample distance 21-22. Therefore, 

STM was chosen as a feedback system for the demonstration of the feasibility of our 

plasmonic NW TERS probe due to the short scanning gap distance between the probe and 

samples. To electrically connect the AgNW to the feedback loop, tapered optical fiber tip 

was coated with a nail polish first. After then, 100nm Au was deposited on one side of the 

optical fiber. The nail polish was removed using acetone and the Au deposited on the top 

of the nail polish could be removed and the bare part of the optical fiber tip was used for 

the light coupling as shown in Figure 4.2. The methods for nanowire synthesis and tapering 

optical fiber are described in chapter 3.  

4.3.2.1.Removal of capping reagent on the surface of the plasmonic NW  

As mentioned in the previous chapter, AgNW synthesized by polyol synthesis method has 

high crystallinity and atomically smooth surface. However, the capping agent (PVP) 

remains on the surface of AgNW and cannot be removed even after multiple rinsing. There 

have been several reports that demonstrated effective removal of PVP from the surface of 
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metal nanostructures23-25. In this work, we used NaBH4 to remove the PVP from AgNW 

surface which was developed as a universal method for removing capping or functionalized 

molecules26-27. The mechanism is based on the replacement of the capping agent using a 

higher affinity of the hydride generated from NaBH4 to the metal surface. Two obstacles 

must be solved to obtain a pure AgNW for TERS probe. First, we must prevent a quick re-

adsorption of the PVP onto the AgNW surface due to the depletion of NaBH4 after 

purification. Also, Ag can be easily oxidized during and after the PVP removal process. 

The oxidation of AgNW will finally result in a poor resolution of STM images and Raman 

enhancement. In this work, the removal of PVP from AgNW surface was conducted in a 

4ml glass vial filled with a AgNW dispersed in 5mM NaBH4. The vial was capped with a 

septa screw cap and purged with N2 through syringe needles to prevent the oxidation of the 

AgNW. After 1 hours purification with NaBH4, the aggregation of AgNWs can be observed 

in the vial, and the solution is refreshed with new NaBH4 for the additional purification of 

the NWs for 1 or 2   hours. After then, only the aggregated NWs are transferred to another 

vial with a clean DI water, and the NWs are rinsed with DI water multiple times and finally 

stored in a deoxygenated ethanol solution. Here, the transferring only the aggregated 

AgNWs can reduce the re-adsorption of PVP on the surface of the NWs during the rinsing 

process, and oxidation of the AgNW was minimized by N2 purgation. Figure 4.9 shows the 

measured tunneling current during 0.5nm movement toward to the substrate. 
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4.4. Demonstration of plasmonic nanofocusing TERS probe performance. 

The adiabatic plasmonic nanofocusing of our probe with high transmission enables Raman 

signal collection through the same light path, for the excitation which ends up with making 

the NSOM equipment low-cost and straightforward because it does not require optical 

components used for focusing light nor a very careful tedious optical system alignment. 

Therefore, the first performance test of our plasmonic NW NSOM probe was aimed to 

demonstrate Raman signal collection using fiber-in and fiber-out (FIFO) configuration. As 

mentioned in the previous session, the gap distance in STM is dependent on the tunneling 

parameters. In this experiment, the current was constant (-1nA) and gap distance was 

controlled with adjustment of the bias. Figure 4.10(b) shows Raman spectra of R6G 

measured with different biases and clearly shows that the intensity increases with the 

 
Figure 4.9. Tunneling currents with decreased gap distance between tips and samples 
by moving the tip toward to the substrate. 
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decrease of the bias. After optimizing the bias and tunneling current as well as laser output 

power(~1µW), the maximum Raman intensity of our plasmonic NW TERS with FIFO 

configuration was acquired using 4-Aminothiophenol monolayer on Au film. To the best 

of our knowledge, the signal intensity(1600cps) obtained here is the highest Raman 

intensity among the ones reported in the other studies. Moreover, the high signal intensity 

confirms the reversibility of the adiabatic nanofocusing at the junction between AgNW and 

optical fiber and it finally validates our FIFO configuration. This FIFO configuration with 

a high signal intensity obviates the need for complicated optical alignment and enables the 

simplification and lowering the cost of the NSOM or TERS system.   

In the next step, we scanned SWCNTs on Au to demonstrate the spatial resolution of our 

probe. Here, the target samples were composed of 30% of conductive and 70% of semi-

conductive SWCNTs. For this reason, a bias higher than the band gap of semi-conductive 

SWCNTs(-0.6V) was inevitable choice even if it would have resulted in lowering Raman 

intensity. The STM topography of SWCNTs on Au (111) is shown in Figure 4.11(a). The 

 
Figure 4.10.  Raman spectra obtained with FIFO configuration. (a) Maximum count per 
seconds of 4-ATP Raman spectra. (b) Raman spectra of R6G as function of bias. 
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STM image confirms that the mechanical stability of our plasmonic NW TERS probe is 

satisfactory. The sequential TERS spectra of SWCNTs acquired along the dotted line in 

Figure 4.11(a) are shown in Figure 4.11(b). The lateral resolution of the STM image is 

mainly determined by the AgNW tip radius while vertical resolution is directly related to 

the number of SWCNTs. Based on the thickness of the SWCNTs measured with the STM, 

the left one is single CNT and the other one is consist of at least more than five to satisfy 

measured both vertical and lateral thicknesses. With a single SWCNT, 7nm Raman 

resouliton was achieved with our plasmonic NW TERS probe. Reduction of Raman 

intensity was obserbed with multiple NWs due to the longer gap distance between TERS 

tip and Au film. Here, the spectra exhibit two clear bands at 1540cm-1 and 1600~1630cm-

1 near the SWCNTs are located. The former one is G- band that appears typically at 

 
 
Figure 4.11. TERS spectra of SWCNTs using plasmonic NW TERS probe. (a) STM 
topography of SWCNTs on Au. (b) TERS line scanning of SWCNTs along the dotted 
line on the STM image (a).  
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1550cm-1 with a conventional far-field Raman. For the first SWCNTs, the G peak appeared 

at ~1630cm-1 while the second SWCNTs showed the peak at 1600cm-1. G peak is usually 

observed at 1580~1590 cm-1 with a conventional far-field Raman. In this experiment, the 

average diameter of the SWCNTs is around 0.8nm. This small diameter increases the van 

Hove singularities in the valence and conduction bands and may result in a blue energy 

shift of the G- band28-30. On the other hand, the red energy shift with G band was observed. 

The shift of the Raman peaks may come from the strong field gradients in the gap due to 

nano or pico cavity at the tip of AgNW or imperfectly flat or crystallized Au film. The 

gradient-field effect may also have activated IR active modes near 1180 and 1220cm-1 due 

to molecular quadrupole transitions31-33.  

 

4.5. Conclusion 

In this work, we introduce a novel adiabatic nanofocusing method to concentrate light to a 

nano-confined Raman sensing volume with high efficiency and energy throughput. Instead 

top-down grown metal tip used in the most of the nanofocusing methods in other groups, 

chemically synthesized AgNWs with high crystallinity and surface smoothness were used 

in this work to minimize the propagation loss of SPP to the apex of the probe. P polarization 

with a NW diameter around 200nm is the optimum condition for the selective excitation 

of the fundamental mode. Here, three different wavelength lasers were used to demonstrate 

broadband adiabatic nanofocusing of SPP. Generally, the coupling efficiencies for the all 

the three wavelengths were >40% which is 6 order higher than conventional aperture less 

NSOM and 2 order higher than recently developed adiabatic nanofocusing probes. Thanks 
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to the high coupling efficiency, this optical path can be used not only for concentrating of 

light to but also extracting Raman signal from the hot spot. Compared to a free space light 

focused with an objective lens, this NW waveguide works as a tunnel for light to propagate 

without a significant propagation loss due to a high absorption or diffraction in or reflection 

from the liquid sample. Therefore, imaging or sensing in the liquid phase is also available 

such as living cell analysis in culture media.  

Lastly, controlling the movement of the NW tip over the sample maintaining a certain 

distance, the most challenging step, has been accomplished via integration of the 

nanofocusing probe with a commercial scanning probe microscope. And a successful 

scanning of SWCNTs with a Raman line scanning could have been accomplished. The 

transformative advances in light focusing and extracting is instrumental in increasing the 

prevalence of chemical imaging and analysis at nanoscale as a practical, reliable and 

powerful tool for researchers in materials science, catalysis, energy conversion, electronics 

and biology. This novel light focusing technique will be the pillar of the chemical imaging 

and analysis at nanoscale and contribute to innovative findings in diverse scientific fields 

in the future.  
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Future Directions 

5.1. Summary 

In chapter 1, nanowire waveguides, including dielectric and plasmonic nanowires were 

reviewed in the aspect of the optical properties, synthesis routes, and pros and cons 

regarding their applications. Dielectric nanowire waveguides have advantages over 

metallic waveguides in chemical and thermal stability and no ohmic loss. Therefore, the 

dielectric nanowire especially semiconducting nanowire has a high potential in the 

generation of light and guidance of light for a long distance data communication. On the 

other hand, metallic waveguides have a great ability to confine the electromagnetic fields 

in the vicinity of the surface which can be exploited for sensing or compositional analysis 

using vibrational spectroscopy.  

In chapter 2, the propagating surface plasmon polaritons (PSPPs) modes in AgNW were 

investigated, and one of the analysis methods to decouple the two lowest order modes was 

introduced. The PSPPs were excited by contacting a tapered optical fiber along a AgNW 

and the scattering light at the end of the AgNW was measured. The intensity oscillations 

of the far-field signals originating from beating between two SPP modes were observed. 

We fitted the experimental beating pattern profiles using our model and successfully 

decoupled and investigated the properties of the two lowest order modes in AgNW. The 

results confirm that the chemically synthesized AgNWs has a lower propagation loss than 
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the ones measured on a polycrystalline thin film due to a better surface roughness and 

domain boundaries of the nanowires. The derived power ratio of the two modes shows that 

the fundamental mode is dominated with a nanowire diameter smaller than 300nm while 

the second-order mode is dominated by thicker NWs. 

In chapter 3, the plasmonic nanowire waveguide, here AgNW, was utilized for label-free 

quantitative sensing of intracellular biomolecules in the single living cell. The PSPPs were 

excited by coupling AgNW with a tapered optical fiber. We developed a novel method to 

attach silver nanocube (AgNC) cavity at the tip of AgNW, and a remarkable enhancement 

of the Raman intensity by the AgNC cavity has been demonstrated. Even with the 

integration of AgNCs with the plasmonic nanowire endoscopy probe, the tip diameter of 

the probe could be maintained less than 250nm because AgNW does not suffer from 

diffraction limit. This plasmonic nanowire waveguide exhibits better guidance of the light 

in a high refractive index environment such as water or cells compared to the dielectric 

waveguide. Using the AgNC nanocavity antenna coupled plasmonic nanowire endoscopy 

probe, the pH in HeLa Cells was measured for the first time.  

In chapter 4, the plasmonic nanowire waveguide was utilized as a near-field scanning 

optical microscopy (NSOM) probe. Differently from chemical sensing in chapter 3, here, 

selective excitation of the SPP modes in AgNW is required to achieve high spatial 

resolution. Also, the AgNW tip must be sharp to confine a strong electromagnetic fields at 

the tip. We also needed to find a cross point of the taper angle that provides a high enough 

coupling efficiency and mechanical stability. The results show that p polarized excitation, 

AgNW diameters thicker than 140nm, taper angles higher than 6 for the 532nm laser is 
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prerequisite for the selective excitation of the fundamental mode. Generally, the coupling 

efficiency at the excitation condition is higher than 40% which is three orders higher than 

that of recently developed so-called adiabatic nanofocusing probes. Such a high coupling 

efficiency allows for near-field scanning without objective lens and optic alignment using 

fiber-in fiber-out configuration which collects the signal from the AgNW tip with a same 

light path for the incident light. This is a remarkable advance in the near-field scanning 

microscopy because it will reduce the equipment cost significantly and requires less 

operating skills. We believe that the probe will contribute to the popularization of the 

NSOM. The probe also has the capability of broadband adiabatic nanofocusing which is 

experimentally challenging for the other adiabatic nanofocusing methods.  

 

5.2. Future directions. 

In my dissertation, the studies were focused on understanding the principle and 

optimization of adiabatic nanofocusing using plasmonic nanowire/tapered optical fiber. 

Although two practical performances of the probe were demonstrated in the field of 

biosensing and NSOM, we just took our first step toward the chemical sensing and imaging 

using this probe. Therefore, the future works will be more focused on the application of 

this probe to diverse research areas. The two major directions could be as follows. 

5.2.1. Development of smart nanoprobe with a capability of cargo delivery and multiplex 

analysis and extend understanding of intracellular processes. 
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AgNCs functionalized with different Raman indicators can be prepared separately and be 

attached to a plasmonic nanowire endoscopy probe using a method developed in chapter 3. 

Instead of chemical analysis in normal living cells, the probe can deliver chemicals into 

the living cells such as specific biomolecules, pathogen, or drugs into living cells and 

monitor the cell response by sensing multi-chemical species simultaneously. The probe 

fabrication is straightforward. The AgNCs functionalized with different Raman indicators 

can be prepared separately and attached to a plasmonic nanowire endoscopy probe 

sequentially or simultaneously.  

5.2.2. Application of the plasmonic nanowire NSOM probe for material characterization 

NSOM probes relying on the objective lens to focus incident light can be only applied to 

solid samples in a gas environment. On the other hand, our adiabatic nanofocusing 

configuration can image samples in the liquid environment because the incident light or 

Raman signal is guided through the NW and OF. Thus, it does not suffer from absorption 

or diffraction in or reflection from the liquid. We expect many discoveries in catalyst and 

biomaterials by imaging the samples in the liquid environment. 

 




